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ABSTRACT

Subsurface fluids may travel along paths having a minimum per-

meabilility greater than the effective permeability of the rock. This

may have an important impact on contaminant migration. A stochastic

approach related to percolation theory is advanced to address the ques-

tion of what is the probability that a high permeability path extends

across a given volume of the subsurface. The answer is sought numeri-

cally through subdividing the volume of interest into a three-dimen-

sional grid of elements and assigning a random permeability to each

element. Four permeability processes are considered: 1) Stationary

with independence between grid elements; 2) Stationary and autocorre-

lated; 3) Nonstationary due to conditioning on measured values; and 4)

Random rock volume included in grid.

The results utilizing data from fractured granites suggest that

in large grids, at least one path having a minimum permeability in

excess of the "effective" rock permeability will cross the grid. Inclu-

sion of autocorrelation causes an increase in the expected value of the

minimum permeability of such a path. It also results in a significantly

increased variance of this permeability. Conditioning on field permea-

bilities reduces the variance of this value over that obtained by uncon-

ditional, correlated simulation, but still produces a variance greater

than that obtained when independence was assumed. When conditioning is

performed, the mean of the minimum permeabilities along these paths is

dependent on the principal axis of the path. Finally, including a

xii



random rock volume by allowing the length of the grid to be random

increases the variance of the minimum permeability.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW

Hazardous chemicals released into a saturated rock mass will be

carried through that rock mass by groundwater. For conservative chemi-

cals (i.e., dissolved chemicals which do not adsorb, precipitate, or

react), this movement can be characterized by two transport mechanisms

-- advection and dispersion. Advective transport is the movement of the

chemical at a rate equal to the average groundwater velocity. The

spread of the chemical away from the position predicted by advection is

called dispersion. The mechanism of dispersion is generally thought to

consist of two major components, namely diffusion and hydrodynamic

dispersion. Hydrodynamic dispersion is a mechanism whereby variations

in groundwater velocities cause a spread in the distribution of the

chemical not predicted by consideration of average advection and diffu-

sion (Skibitzke, 1964; Silliman, 1981).

Mathematical modeling of both advection and dispersion has fol-

lowed two general methods of approach. The first approach is determin-

istic and assumes that the hydraulic and transport parameters are given

(i.e. deterministic) spatial functions. The differential equation

describing flow in a saturated medium is then of the form

v-K?gi,“ vH = S	 (1.1)

where K is the permeability of the rock mass, Cis the density of the

1
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fluid, g is the magnitude of acceleration due to gravity, j(Ais the

dynamic viscosity of the fluid, Ss is the specific storage of the medium

(and fluid) and H is the hydraulic head. The operator, V, is the

differential operator [i.e. (d/dx, d/dy, d/dz) in three dimensions].

Similarly, the deterministic form of the differential equation describ-

ing transport in saturated media is given by

.)c/.)1-. = vilvc -v-vC	 (1.2)

where C is the concentration of the dissolved chemical in the ground-

water, V is the average fluid velocity and D is the dispersion tensor--

a measure of the rate of dispersive spread of the dissolved chemical.

The second method of approach to mathematically modeling advec-

tion and dispersion is through use of stochastic techniques. This

method of approach differs from the deterministic method in that the

hydraulic and transport parameters used to describe flow and transport

are considered to be random variables. As an example, the permeability

in equation (1.1) would take the form

K(X) = R(X) + k(X)

where g(X) is the mean permeability at X, and k(X) is a random deviation

about R(x). The flow equation takes the stochastic form:

v.(fg/dm) (R + k) 7( 71 + h) = Ss 'EA;t11)	 (1.3)

where pg/dm and Ss are here assumed to be known (i.e. non-random), 171 is

the average hydraulic head at a point and h is a random deviation of
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head about T. Similarly, the stochastic form of the transport equation

is (Gelhar and Axness, 1983):

'468-4-c‘)-- D 721 + C') -17-[(17 + Yl(t + C')]dt (1.4)

where C and -V- are the expected values of C and V and C and V'are the

random components of C and V respectively. The dispersion tensor, D, is

here assumed to be a constant.

Analysis of flow and dispersion within a rock mass utilizing

stochastic models allows hydrologists to estimate both the average

advective/dispersive properties of a rock mass and the variations to be

expected in these properties due to fluctuations in the hydraulic

parameters. This flexibility is utilized in this dissertation to study

the question whether media which are characterized by low average (and

effective) permeability contain continuous regions of high permeability.

Defined in detail later in this chapter, this question is approached

through a stochastic model which generates realizations of the distribu-

tion of permeabilities on a grid of elements representing the rock mass.

These realizations are then searched for all continuous paths which

cross the grid from one face to the opposite face and along which each

element has a permeability exceeding a cut-off value, Ç. K.. is called

the "path permeability". The highest permeability for which at least

one such path exists will be called the "extreme path permeability", or

EPP. Defining X = F(K) as the cumulative density function of K, we

define X c. = F(EPP) and call this the "extreme path value", or EPV. The
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statistics of this EPV and its associated path (or paths) through the

grid are the focus of this dissertation.

Stochastic Modeling of Continua 

For this dissertation, the permeability of a rock mass will be

considered a random field which can be described by two statistical

moments (mean and covariance) of the univariate and second order joint

distributions--

P[K(X) 5 K* ]	 (1.5)

and

P[K(1() 5 K ,K(X + h) 5 K.: ]	 (1.6)

where, P(	 ) represents the probability of the event stated by the

argument. From these distributions, the univariate and second order

joint cumulative density functions (cdf's) are given as:

Fx(e.) . P[K(I) 5 K alw]	 (1.7)

and

. P[K(2.()<K,K(P4-1 )<K:i	 (1.8)

*
where, Flip() and Fk(0:,e02) are, respectively, the univariate and the

second order joint cdf's. Note that F x(K7,K;h) represents the joint cdf

for two points separated by a distance, h.
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When the permeability is considered to be weakly (or second order)

stationary (as is assumed in this dissertation), the mean and variance

become independent of spatial position. In terms of equations (1.7) and

(1.8), the mean of K(X) is

00

E[K (X) ] = m s, = f	 dFx (K44 )	 (1.9)
0

The variance is given by:

	EEK(X)-m01 ] = V ic = 5(K* -mx )1 dF1,(K3k )
	

(1.10)
iero

Finally, the covariance, for any seperation h, is given by:

EUK(I)-m 14 )(K(X + h)-mx)] = C(b)

C(h)

	

	 (K7-5,)(K-mk) dFk (K7,1e,k ;t)

k,4 ka4

It will be noted from equation (1.9) that the assumption of weak sta-

tionarity implies, among others, that the mean of the permeability is

constant over space. This further implies that if the mean is not

constant (i.e., there is a drift), the drift in the original permeabil-

ity field can be removed prior to analysis. As discussed later in this

chapter, recently developed geostatistical techniques are available to

help the hydrologist identify and remove this drift.

Analyzing the Effect of Variability 

Several authors have studied the effect of permeability varia-

tions on flow. The following is a brief review of some of this work.
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One aspect of this problem is the determination of whether a

rock volume characterized by a random permeability field can be modeled

as an equivalent volume with a single, non-random permeability (i.e. an

"effective" permeability). The criterion to be satisfied by this effec-

tive permeability is that both the original rock mass and the equivalent

medium will yield the same rate of flow under a given mean hydraulic

gradient. Warren and	 Price (1961) used Monte Carlo simulation on two-

dimensional grids in which independence was assumed between grid blocks.

Their work led them to conclude that the effective permeability is

approximately equal to the geometric mean of the permeability distribu-

tion. More recently, Gutjahr et al. (1978) utilized a spectral analysis

approach to show that for flow in two dimensions, the effective permea-

bility is, indeed, equal to the geometric mean. For three dimensions,

however, the effective permeability is given by

K
EFF

= K
I-

(1 . + Cr;. 27 6)
	

(1.12)

where KJ. = the geometric mean of K and 0:12-= the variance of ln(K). Their

derivation was limited, however, to consideration of permeabilities

%
which were log-normally distributed with V:<1.

Effective permeability has also been studied for slowly varying

flow fields. Dagan (1979) showed that for flow fields which change

slowly with time and space, the effective conductivity is the same as

that for steady flow. He also developed formulae for the effective

permeability of uniform and slowly varying flow fields for permeability

distributions other than log-normal.
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A second problem which has been studied by several authors is

the question of how permeability variations affect the distribution of

hydraulic head within a rock mass. Freeze (1975) analyzed flow in one

dimension where the permeability field was discretized into a series of

layers, each having a single, random permeability. The permeability

assigned to each layer was independent of all other layers. He showed

that variation in permeability caused major fluctuations in the profile

of the hydraulic head. Bakr et al. (1978) extended this work to three-

dimensions and concluded that the variations in hydraulic head were

significantly over-estimated by the analysis because of its one-dimen-

sional nature and the fact that autocorrelation was disregarded. Smith

and Freeze (1979a and b) also extended Freeze's earlier study to include

a covariance function between grid elements in two dimensions. They

showed that the uncertainty in hydraulic head increases with either an

%
increase in the variability of the permeability (i.e. 0i: ncreases) or

an increase in the distance over which the block permeabilities are

correlated relative to the size of the flow region.

The third aspect of the variation of permeabilities which has

received significant attention in the hydrology literature is the ques-

tion of how these variations affect the transport of chemicals (by

groundwater) through a saturated medium. Matheron and DeMarsily (1980)

approached this question by considering the first two (statistical)

moments of the random spatial position of a particle being transported

by a random velocity field. Gelhar and Axness (1983) and Winter et al.

(1984) used a perturbation approach to seperate the effects of the
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variations in the seepage velocity from the behavior expected based on

the average (mean) velocity distribution. In Gelhar and Axness, for

example, the expectation of the steady-state form of equation (1.4) with

a constant local dispersion tensor, .0, was given as:

b)x,. T +)/4)x, v. c	 (1.13)

Subtracting this equation from equation (1.4) (again under assumption of

steady state) gives:

.)/àx, (17, C ' +	 +	 - VC') = D;i 	/Jx,	 (1.14)

This equation is the differential equation describing the concentration

perturbation produced by perturbations in the seepage velocity, V'.

Dagan and Bresler (1979) and Bresler and Dagan (1979) also presented

results for transport in unsaturated media with randomly varying permea-

bility. In these two papers, the dispersion of a chemical infiltrating

into a soil was determined from consideration only of advective movement.

These approaches have provided criteria by which the hydrologist

can predict both the scale of measurement at which equation (1.2) can be

assumed to hold (deterministically) and the magnitude of the dispersion

tensor, D, to be used at this scale. In addition, some of these devel-

opments ( e.g. Bresler and Dagan, 1979) have provided insight into both

the behavior of the transported chemical over distances short of the

assymptotic scale at which equation (1.2) holds and the effect different

forms of the velocity (or permeability) variation (i.e. different
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covariance structures) have on both the near field and the assymptotic

behavior.

Predicting Permeability Variations 

When modeling flow and transport at a local scale, it is often

necessary for the hydrologist to estimate how the permeability varies at

unsampled locations. Several tools have been developed to assist the

hydrologist in this effort.

One recent sophistication in predicting the expected permeabil-

ity distribution has been the introduction of geostatistical techniques

to the groundwater literature. Foremost among these techniques has been

the application of the linear interpolation technique known as kriging

(Delhomme, 1978; Journel and Huijbreghts, 1979; Neuman, 1982). Dis-

cussed in more detail in chapter 4, this technique allows the best-

linear-unbiased-estimate (BLUE) of permeability to be determined for any

unsampled location in a rock mass. In addition to providing these

estimates, this technique also provides a measure of the uncertainty in

these estimates.

Several simulation techniques are available to generate realiza-

tions of permeability profiles based on the sample permeability distri-

bution. These techniques are most often based on the assumption of weak

stationarity. For example, turning bands (Journel and Huijbreghts,

1979), discrete analysis (Chapter 3 of this dissertation), nearest

neighbor (e.g. Smith and Freeze, 1979; Bartlett, 1975) and other simi-

lar techniques require no assumption on the form of the joint probabil-

ity distribution, but reproduce only the univariate distribution and the
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covariance structure. Simulation techniques are also available (e.g.

Clifton and Neuman, 1982) which reproduce the entire joint probability

distribution, but these require an assumption on the form of the joint

distribution. Clifton and Neuman (1982), for example, assume that the

log permeability field is jointly normal, and, therefore, the entire

joint distribution is contained in the first two moments.

Reducing Uncertainty 

The uncertainty due to the natural variation in permeability

profiles can be reduced through three methods; 1) conditioning on sample

data, 2) co-estimation on more than one variable, and 3) inverse model-

ing. Conditioning on sample data involves forcing simulated values to

reflect measured values at sample locations. For example, conditioning

based on kriging (Journel and Huijbregts, 1979), as described in Chapter

4, requires that the simulated value at a sample location, X i., be equal

to the measured value at that point. This technique reduces uncertainty

by limiting the population of acceptable realizations of a permeability

field to those which are compatable with the sample data.

Co-estimation involves estimating expected values of more than

one variable at the same time. This form of estimation allows the

hydrologist to take advantage of the fact that given non-zero cross

correlation between two variables, X and Y,

Vx + V	 > VY	 x y
)

(1.15)

where Vx is the variance associated with a univariate distribution and V)5y
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is the variance associated with the joint distribution of X and Y. One

common technique which has been used to perform this type of estimation

is co-kriging (Myers,1982 and 1983).

Inverse methods can be utilized to condition simulations of

permeability fields on measured head or flow values. One such method

was applied by Neuman and Yakowitz (1979) and Clifton and Neuman (1982).

This technique is based on recognition that, in general, the hydrologist

will have more accurate measurements of hydraulic head than he will of

permeability. Utilizing hydraulic head information, the hydrologist can

adjust his estimated permeability values until the permeability profile

provides a distribution of hydraulic heads (or flow) consistent with

measured head (or flow) values. This adjustment is performed through

nonlinear programming coupled with a statistical analysis of residual

errors provided by the inverse model. Details of this method can be

found in Neuman and Yakowitz (1979) and Neuman (1982).

Accounting for Non-Stationarity 

The techniques described above (with the exception of kriging)

have been based on the assumption of weak stationarity. For situations

in which non-stationarity is observed due to a drift in the expected

value of permeability, i.e. E[Z(X)] = m(X), the hydrologist has several

tools to adjust the original data such that a new stationary random

field is obtained.

Work by such authors as Delfiner (1973) and Kitanidis (1983)

has provided the hydrologist with examples of the use of a statistical

model by which drift in the mean can be removed through use of Intrinsic
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Random Functions. This technique involves generating a weakly station-

ary random function from a linear combination of the original sample

values. Two other models, universal kriging (Journel and Huijbregts,

1979) and residual kriging (Neuman and Jacobson, 1984), have also been

applied to the identification of drift. While the details of these

models are outside of the scope of this dissertation, their availability

allows us to assume throughout the remainder of this work that our

permeability field can be transformed into a weakly stationary random

field.

Stochastic Modeling of Fractured Media 

Each of the techniques described above has been applied primar-

ily to the study of media which can be modeled as continua. Stochastic

models have also been developed for media which can be analyzed through

a discrete fracture approach.

Modeling of a rock mass as a discretely fractured medium differs

in many respects from modeling the rock mass as a continuum. First,

flow is assumed to occur primarily within the individual fractures, as

flow through the rock matrix is usually neglected (e.g. Long, et al.,

1982; Robinson, 1983). This leads to a statistical model in which

permeability is not a continuous spatial process, but takes on non-zero

values only in a finite number of discrete regions.

Second, the parameters considered in modeling fractured media

are different than those described previously. For example, Long (1983)

required probability distributions for fracture aperture, fracture
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length, fracture orientation and the location of the center of the

fracture within the rock mass. Distribution of local permeabilities

were not required, however, as the permeability at a point was deter-

mined by the fracture aperture at that point.

Modeling of discrete fracture systems was used by Snow (1969) to

develop an expression for the permeability tensor of a network of ran-

domly oriented fracture sets. The expression is written

where K ii is the permeability, b is the fracture aperture, S is the

fracture spacing, n i is a unit vector normal to the i -th fracture plane,

and 4i is the Kronecher delta (S;= 1 if i = j;	 = 0 if i	 j).

Snow used this expression to show how Kii varied with the density of

fracturing. Long (1982, 1983) used Monte Carlo simulation to extend

this work to determine when a fractured rock approached the flow behav-

ior of an equivalent continuum.

Studies by Robinson (1983, 1984) concentrated on flow and

transport properties of sparse fracture networks. This work is particu-

larly interesting for the present study as it concentrated on the frac-

ture density required to produce fracture flow through a rock mass.

Robinson determined this "critical fracture density" through a three

step Monte Carlo simulation in two-dimensions. First, he created an

empty square (or box) of area N x N. In step two, he placed a line

(fracture) of length 2 units at a random location in the square. The

orientation was randomly parallel to, or perpendicular to, one of the
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coordinate axes. In step 3, Robinson determined whether this new

fracture completed a fracture trace from one side of the square to the

opposite side. If it did not, step two was repeated until such a trace

was formed. When the trace was completed, the density of fractures was

calculated. The entire simulation was then repeated to generate statis-

tics relating the critical density to N, the square size.

Robinson showed that for squares of finite dimension, the frac-

ture density at which a percolation path occurs (i.e. the critical

density) increases with N as in Figure 1.1. He also noted that the log

of the variance of this density decreases linearly with the log of N as

in Figure 1.2. As will be shown in Chapter 5, this behavior is analo-

gous to our results for the "extreme path permeability" in rock masses

of finite volume in three-dimensions.

Extension to Extreme Path Permeability 

This dissertation attempts to apply many of the concepts

described above to the question of whether, under conditions described

below, a high permeability path crosses a specified volume of a low-

permeability rock mass. The general method of approach is based on the

concept of a continuum rather than on a discrete fracture approach.

This assumption is valid for most porous media and for many fractured

media. In addition, basing this work on the concept of a continuum

allows local permeability measurements to be used as the basic data

source. Use of this data source is a major advantage of this approach

over discrete fracture methods because experimental procedures for mea-

suring local permeability are currently available (e.g. Hsieh et al.,
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1983) while procedures to determine fracture density, orientation and

aperture, except at exposed surfaces, are only now being developed (e.g.

Silliman et al., 1985; Ramirez et al., 1982).

Our method of analysis is based on representing a rock mass as a

three-dimensional grid made up of cubic grid elements. Each cube in the

grid is assigned a random permeability value based on one of the three

statistical models described below. After permeabilities have been

assigned, the grid is searched for all continuous paths which connect

one face of the grid with the opposite face along which the permeability

of each cube exceeds a cut-off value, Ç. The highest value of Ke for

which at least one path exists is termed the "extreme path permeability"

(EPV) and the associated path (or paths) are termed the "extreme paths"

(EP).

Three statistical models are investigated in this work. The

first (called the independence model) assumes that each cube in the grid

is assigned a permeability independently of all other cubes. This model

forms a perfect analogy with site percolation on a square lattice

(Shante and Kirkpatrick, 1971) and is analogous to the work of Robinson

(1984). The second (called the covariance model) includes a non-zero

covariance structure between cubes. The third model includes condi-

tioning of the covariance model on sample values.

This dissertation is composed of seven chapters. Chapter 2

briefly reviews work from the surface water literature which may be

applicable to this study. Chapter 3 contains the theory necessary for

the independence model and the covariance model. Chapter 4 presents two
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methods of conditioning the covariance model on sample values. Chapter

5 contains a discussion of results for simulations performed with the

independence model. In Chapter 6, the covariance model and conditioning

are applied to permeability data collected at a field site near Oracle,

Arizona. Finally, Chapter 7 contains a summary of our work and discus-

ses several conclusions based on these efforts.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF SURFACE WATER METHODS

Variation of natural properties has been observed in many fields

of science. These variations often lend themselves to analysis through

stochastic techniques. A brief review of techniques utilized in other

fields of science shows that problems similar to the one considered in

this dissertation have been investigated in other contexts.

The problem of spatial and temporal variation in precipitation

and river flow, as studied by surface water hydrologists, has some char-

acteristics in common with similar problems in groundwater hydrology.

The following chapter is a review of methods utilized by surface water

hydrologists which are applicable to the latter.

The problem of spatial and temporal variation has been addressed

by surface water hydrologists primarily through the following avenues:

I) deriving univariate probability distributions for random variables of

interest, 2) predicting expected trends in a time series sampled over

discrete intervals, 3) predicting the occurrence of rare events in a

time series sampled continuously, and 4) analyzing the spatial structure

of random fields. We shall review each of these four avenues below.

Fitting Univariate Distributions to Data

Questions related to the safety of a roadway bridge across a

river or the usefulness of a water supply reservoir are closely related

to the statistical problem of the likelihood that various size flow

19
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events would occur in a river during specified time periods. As a

result of the important economic and safety considerations associated

with the variability of flow events, substantial work has been done on

the question of how best to represent limited streamflow data by uni-

variate probability distributions.

Gries (1983) states that the classical approach to fitting

limited data sets relies on moment based probability distributions (i.e.

distributions whose parameters are commonly estimated through the method

of moments) such as the normal, log-normal, Pearson III, Log-Pearson

III, Gumbel, Weibul, and Gamma. As pointed out by Gries, the major

conclusion to be drawn from papers discussing these distributions is

that no single "best" distribution has been identified for all circum-

stances. Some authors suggest that the "best" distribution for a given

problem be selected only after all available distributions have been

fitted to the data (Plate and Duckstein, 1985).

In order to fit moment-based distributions to arbitrary data,

numerous parameters may be required. The estimation of these parameters

requires determining high-order moments which may be difficult to accom-

plish reliably. For example, the log-normal distribution requires esti-

mating only the mean and the variance, but it does not place a limit on

the log-values (i.e. it has no cut-off values) and does not allow them

to be skewed. The Log-Pearson III distribution includes a shift param-

eter that enables one to fit this function to a wider class of data, but

to evaluate the parameters one must estimate the skew. Recent studies by

Fiering and Kuczera (1982), Yevjevich and Obeysekera (1984), and others
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have shown that estimates of the skew on the basis of small sample sizes

can be biased. Fiering and Kuczera (1982) suggested that this problem

could be alleviated by means of regionalization, a method that allows

estimating higher-order moments (such as the skew) of river flows at a

gaging station by comparison with records of flow from other stations in

the same geographic region.

Due to the sensitivity of the parameter estimates of moment

based distributions to errors in the calculated moments, estimates of

the quantiles are often not robust with respect to errors in the esti-

mates of these moments (Fiering and Kuczera, 1982). Recent efforts to

improve robustness have led to the reintroduction of inverse distribu-

tions. An early form of an inverse distribution was presented by Tukey

as (Joiner and Rosenblatt, 1971):

P = a(1 - T)
b 	

(2.1)

where a and b are constants and T is the empirical cumulative distribu-

tion of P. More recently, Houghton (1978a) presented a five-parameter

inverse distribution named the Wakeby distribution. Fiering and Kuczera

(1982) stated that the Wakeby distribution is robust with respect to

errors in the estimates of the parameters. This distribution, which can

be written only as an inverse, has the form:

X = -a(1 - F)
b
 + c(1 - Ff

d 
+ e	 (2.2)

where F is an empirical cumulative density function of the random

variable, X; a,b,c, and d are non-negative constants, and e is a
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constant. The five parameters, a-e, allow a considerable amount of

flexibility in the shape of F, so much so that each tail of the distri-

bution can be modeled seperately. This flexibility allows the Wakeby

not only to mimic the behavior of most commonly used distributions, but

also to exhibit behavior not accounted for by those distributions

(Houghton, 1978a). Because this function can be described analytically

only in inverse form, the usual moments such as skew and kurtosis are

available only through involved calculations. Due to the complexity of

these calculations, it is not feasible to fit the Wakeby distribution by

conventional moment-based methods. Alternatives include the method of

"partial means" suggested by Houghton (1978b) which, however, requires a

large number of calculations due to the need to maximize results over

the range of the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). Greenwood et

al. (1979) suggested a second technique based on probability moments

(versus conventional moments) to estimate the five parameters, a-e, of

the Wakeby Distribution which, in their paper, is written:

X = m + a[l - (1-F)
6
] - ql - (1-Ff

4
]	 (2.3)

Their technique requires calculating several moments of the form,

MJ kl 
=2:X i F k (1-F) L
	

(2.4)

each being a simple series based on the measured data, X, and the

empirical (CDF), F. When j = 1, equation (2.4) simplifies to,

MIkL =:Ex F K (1-F)L	(2.5)

so that all moments are first order in )( (versus n-th order in y for the
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n-th conventional moment). In this way one avoids much of the statisti-

cal bias associated with higher order expressions. Formulae for the

associated parameter estimates are given in Table 2.1.

Landwehr et al. (1979) compared the method of probability

weighted moments (PWM) with the conventional method of moments (MM) and

the maximum likelihood method (MLM) in estimating the parameters and

quantiles of a simulated set of data based on a Gumbel distribution.

Their findings showed that PWM resulted in less bias in the estimates of

the parameters and the quantiles (with zero bias for uncorrelated data)

than either MM or MLM. In addition, while MLM gave the minimum variance

estimates of some parameters, for other parameters PWM gave variances

smaller than or equal to those obtained by MLM. It was also noted that

PWM was the most efficient method for small samples that showed corre-

lation.

Fitting of the univariate distribution is an important step in

the general analysis of variability in river flow. However, the uni-

variate distribution provides no information regarding the spatial or

temporal trends in river flows until it is combined with time series

models or models of spatial variability. These are described below.

Time Series Analysis Based on Discrete Increments 

One way to predict future events on the basis of historical data

is by means of discrete time series. Two common ways to analyze such

series are by means of the Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) and the

Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models.
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The (ARMA) model is a combination of an auto-regressive and a

moving average process. An auto-regressive process (Box and Jenkins,

1976) makes the assumption that, given a discrete sampling space with

constant interval tit, Z t (the random value at time t) is related to

previous values by:

Oka

= a 	+ 	Z1	 (2.6)

where

Of is a weight associated with the ith previous event, and

a
t 

is an uncorrelated, mean zero random variable (i.e. white

noise) with variance proportional to the variance of Z

(Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1985).

The process generated in this way has constant mean and variance. In

practice, the series is truncated to a partial sum involving the p

previous terms:

Z.  = a t 	Zt..;
1=1

This is referred to as an autoregressive process of order p.

A Moving Average Process (Box and Jenkins,1976) assumes that the

variable at time t, Zr., in a discrete time process can be represented as

a weighted series of random variables or "impulses", a (of the same

form as in equation 2.6), that have occurred at previous discrete times.

This process is described for a moving average of order q as:

Zt = at -	 e,a4_2:.. -0 a t._	 (2.7)

where 0; is a weight associated with the impulse at time t-i.
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The ARMA process is a superposition of the auto-regressive and

the moving-average models. An ARMA (p,q) process is defined as:

Z i = 9,Z+...+ 0 p Zi .. p + at e, a 	 -...-la i 	 (2.8)

where the weights, pf; and e; , are related to the autocorrelation

function of the Z process (Box and Jenkins, 1976; Bras and Rodriguez-

Iturbe, 1985).

The Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) process

relaxes the assumption of a constant mean. Instead it assumes that

temporal increments of a given order (say Z 	Z t.t for 1st order) form

a stationary ARMA process. For stationary increments of order d, the

ARIMA process is expressed as:

Vj Z - (
74
Z	 )0, -... - (7d Z t )0 =

-P Pt	 -t-i

e. +ai -e, a t _ i - ... -e aIr t-g-

(2.9)

where ee is a constant accounting for a deterministic trend in the

mean, and illi Z is the d-th order increment,

Vj Z = Zt - Z t-c0

all other variables being the same as in the ARMA process (Box and

Jenkins, 1976).

Time Series Analysis of Continuous Events 

Time series methods have also been developed for analyzing

continuous flow records (Plate and Duckstein, 1985). These techniques

have been applied primarily to the analysis of high flow events in
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rivers. Todorovic and Zelenhasic (1970) describe such a process for

predicting the number and time of occurrence of flow events greater than

a specified cut-off value (called exceedance events) during a set time

period. As an example, Figure 2.1 shows the events considered for a

continuous flow record of three days length with a cut-off of 10,000

cfs. The authors define a new random variable, E.; , which is related to

the i-th	 exceedance event, Q ; , and the cut-off value, X. , through

Q; - X,

Associated with E ; is the time of occurrence of Q ; ,T(i).

Utilizing these functions and defining

A(t) = the density of exceedance events per time interval,

Er =

and
t

JA(s)ds = the average number of occurrences in time t,0

Todorovic and Zelenhasic show that:

P[E ] = exp [ - (s)ds]	 (2.12)

t
where E. is the event that zero exceedances have occurred in the time

interval (0,t]. For the special case where A(s) = constant, the time to

the first occurrence is distributed exponentially and the exceedances

follow a Poisson process.

Models of Spatial Variability 

The final method of analysis presented in this chapter relates

to identifying spatial dependence within a random field. The primary
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application of this method in the surface water literature has been in

the estimation of the spatial variability of rainfall intensity. Three

approaches to this analysis have been developed: 1) estimation of the

dependence of rainfall intensity on orographic features, 2) prediction

of the spatial distribution of rainfall based on geostatistical tech-

niques, and 3) prediction of the propagation of rainfall patterns due to

temporal changes in storm patterns.

Several techniques have been applied to the analysis of oro-

graphic influence on rainfall intensity patterns. Recent sophistication

in these techniques has led to the use of factor analysis when data from

a rainfall network are analyzed. Factor analysis is a technique whereby

underlying factors are sought that account for part or all of the spa-

tial and temporal variability in precipitation. Each factor is an

eigenvector of the covariance matrix of rainfall intensity data from n

gaging stations. While the details of this analysis are unnecessary for

the current discussion, the goal of factor analysis is to identify m (m

< n) factors that can reproduce the observed rainfall intensity pat-

terns at the n gaging stations. These factors can be used to identify

the percent of the variance in rainfall intensity patterns that is

related to orographic influence (e.g. Beaudoin and Rousselle, 1982).

Geostatistical techniques as applied to prediction of the dis-

tribution of precipitation are a second tool introduced recently in the

surface water literature. Examples of this work, as given in Chua and

Bras (1982) and de Montmollin et al. (1980), demonstrate the use of

universal kriging and generalized covariances to fit both the orographic
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structure and the additional spatial variability of rainfall intensity.

As described in Chapter 1, universal kriging and generalized covariances

are statistical techniques that help identify underlying trends in the

data and make possible the "best linear unbiased estimates" (BLUE) of

expected values of a random field at unsampled locations. In addition,

these techniques can provide estimates of average rainfall over various

size regions. One geostatistical technique used in precipitation analy-

sis that directly relates to our work is kriging. Kriging is discussed

in some detail in Chapter 4.

Another area of investigation involves the dependence of spatial

rainfall patterns on the nature of storm cells. Particular questions

that have been tackled include the time of arrival of a storm, the

degree of clustering of storm cells within a storm, the spatial distri-

bution of precipitation from each storm cell and the duration of the

storm. Some of the processes involved are inherently nonstationary and

require the consideration of many variables. The method of analysis is

beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Methods Applicable to the Present Study 

Some of the aforementioned methods are relevant to this work.

Others are less relevant, but have been presented for the sake of com-

pleteness. Among the methods that we consider relevant, some have been

used in groundwater hydrology in the past, while others have not been

widely applied. The fitting of univariate distributions by methods

other than the conventional moment-based distributions, for example, is

seldom discussed. In Chapter 6, log-hydraulic conductivity data from
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the Oracle Site near Tucson, Arizona are analyzed by means of the Wakeby

distribution and the results are compared with those obtained by using

conventional moment-based distributions.

The continuous time series method applied to exceedances

(Todorovic, 1970) may also prove useful. As we shall see in Chapter 4,

the profile shown in Figure 2.1 could represent permeability variations

along a sampling line in a rock mass. Based on such a profile, we may

be able to identify the locations at which the permeability exceeds a

specified cut-off value. The theory of Todorovic (1970) and Todorovic

and Zelenhasic (1970) is taken in Chapter 4 as a statistical basis for

our study of such discrete high permeabilty features as faults and

large fractures.

Finally, review of the analysis of spatial variability shows

that the techniques available in the surface water literature are at the

same general theoretical level as those available in the groundwater

literature. For example, factor analysis, as described by Beaudoin and

Rousselle (1982) in the surface water literature, has been discussed by

several authors in connection with groundwater problems (e.g. Temple,

1978; Kuffs, 1979; Matalas and Reiher, 1967). Similarly, geostatistical

techniques (such as kriging, universal kriging and generalized covar-

iances) are in wide use in the groundwater literature (e.g., Delhomme,

1979; Kitanidis, 1983; Clifton and Neuman, 1983; Neuman and Jacobson,

1984).



CHAPTER 3

UNCONDITIONAL SIMULATION OF EXTREME
PERMEABILITY PATHS

This chapter presents the theory and procedures underlying the

unconditional simulation models used in this text. As described in

Chapter One, these models generate realizations of permeability distri-

butions on three-dimensional grids. One model, referred to here as the

"independence model", is based on the assumption that the permeability

in each grid element is independent of the permeabilities in all other

elements. The other, called the "covariance model", is based on the

assumption that the permeability in each grid element is related to the

permeability in neighboring elements through a given covariance

structure.

The size of each grid element is taken to be equal to the data

support, i.e. the rock volume sampled in a single permeability test. In

the case study discussed in Chapter 6, the sample volume is constant for

all permeability measurements. Adjustments for variable data support

are discussed in Chapter 7.

After generating a given permeability realization, the grid is

searched for the EPV (extreme path value) and the associated EP (extreme

path or paths). In Chapter I, a permeability path was defined as a

contiguous series of grid elements which connect one face of the grid to

the opposite face and along which the smallest permeability exceeds a

specified cut-off value. The EPV was defined as the highest cut-off

32
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value for which at least one permeability path exists. We now describe

the search procedure used to determine the EPV.

Simulation of Independent Grid Permeabilities 

Simulating blocks with independent permeability (or log-permea-

bility) values is done through a standard Monte Carlo technique. The

rock mass is discretized and a uniform random number generator is used

to assign a value, X, between 0 and 1 to each element independently of

all other elements. These numbers are interpreted as random samples

from the cumulative density function (cdf), F(Z). The value of Z is

taken to be the inverse of the cdf,

-

Z = F
, 

(X) (3.1)

Since the random number, X, is independent of the function F(Z), many

forms of the cdf can be analyzed with the same set of simulations. This

allows direct comparison of several sample cdf's without the need to

repeat the simulations for each cdf.

Each simulation is analyzed for its EP and EPV through a layered

search routine. The grid is subdivided into layers, one element in

thickness, parallel to the two opposite faces of the grid between which

a continuous path is sought. The process of identifying this path is

best illustrated with an example. Consider the simple two dimensional

grid in Figure 3.1. The grid consists of 4 columns and 5 rows of

elements with random values (units are irrelevent) assigned to each

element.
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Figure 3.1. Sample Grid Simulation
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The search proceeds from left to right, starting with the second

column. Let us consider element (2,3) in column 2 and row 3. The set

formed by this element and its neighbor to the left, element (1,3), has

minimum permeability (referred to as path value) equal to 0.1. The set

formed by elements (2,2) and (1,2) has a similar path value. The path

values for all the five horizontally connected sets between columns 1

and 2 are summerized in Table 3.1A. The arrows in Table 3.1 show the

directions along which the path values are updated.

When vertical connections in Column 2 are considered, the path

values associated with elements (2,3) and (2,4) can be increased to 0.4.

This happens because the contiguous set containing elements (1,5),

(2,5), (2,4), and (2,3) has a minimum permeability equal to 0.4. This

is summarized in Table 3.1B.

Next, I compared the path values of column 2 in Table 3.1B with

the element permeabilities in column 3. Considering only horizontal

connections between the two columns, the path values associated with

column 3 are those listed in Table 3.1C. However, when vertical connec-

tions are allowed in Column 3, these numbers change to those in Table

3.10.

Table lE shows that the path values of elements (2,3), (2,4),

and (2,5) can now be further increased to 0.5. The same is true about

element (3,5) in column 3. Table 3.1F is a summary of what happens when

we move horizontally to column 4. Since this is the last column, the

consideration of vertical connection would not change the EPV. We thus

see from Table 3.1F that a set of contiguous elements identified by the
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path value 0.5 extends across the grid from left to right, as shown in

Figure 3.2. This set is called the Extreme Path, and 0.5 is its EPV.

The listing of a computer program written in Fortran 5 to generate a

grid by the independence model and to perform this search is given in

Appendix A.

The above process of generating random permeabilities and iden-

tifying the extreme path and EPV is repeated N times. The sample mean

and variance of the resulting EPV values are calculated from:

EPV =1(EPV ; )/N	 (3.2)

VAR[EPV] = [iO(:(EP L - N (EPV))/(N-1)	 (3.3)

where

EPV = sample mean EPV

Var[EPV] = sample variance of the EPV, and

EPV; = EPV for the i-th realization.

Simulation of Correlated Grid Permeabilities 

The simulations of independent grid permeabilities leads to

important findings which will be discussed in Chapter 5. To investigate

the degree to which spatial correlation affects these findings, a covar-

iance structure is added to the simulation process. While a large

number of models are available to perform such simulations, we shall

review here briefly only those models which make no assumptions about

the joint probability distribution other than requiring that the univar-

iate distribution and the covariance structure be known. This is
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Figure 3.2. Extreme Path for Path Permeability Equal to 0.5
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justified because, in groundwater hydrology, one often works with sparse

data sets which do not allow the estimation of higher order joint dis-

tributions.

Three of the relevant models that have recently been applied to

groundwater problems are sampling from a spectrum (Mejia and Rodriguez-

Iturbe, 1974), turning bands (Journel and Huijbregts, 1979) and nearest

neighbors (Smith and Freeze, 1979). In addition to these, a new model

called "discrete analysis" is introduced in this chapter.

Sampling From the Spectrum 

Let Z(X) be a weakly stationary random field in three dimensions

with mean, m, and covariance, C(h). The correlation function is defined

as:

f(h) = C(h) / 6 (0)	 (3.4)

This function can be expressed in terms of the spectral density of the

random field, f(w), as (Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1985):

r(b)= 1SfN)) cos(in)
(3.5)

= Ç co0.21) dF(9)
R7

where dF(G))/dw = f(c.)). Utilizing this form of the correlation func-

tion, it was shown by Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe that Z(X) can be simu-

lated through the formula:

N
Z (X) = (2/N)4 Zcos(XT Y ; ‘);+ (3.6)

where Y is an n-dimensional random vector uniformly distributed on the
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unit sphere;	 is a random variable distributed as F().71); 	e ; is a

uniformly distributed random value between 0 and 2T; and N is the number

of simulated values used to generate each Z(X).

Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1985) stated that this technique is

less efficient than turning bands for a large number of simulations. As

we will be simulating large grids, further details of the spectral tech-

nique are omitted from this dissertation. For a more detailed discus-

sion of this model, refer to Chapter 6 in the book of Bras and

Rodriguez-Iturbe.

Turning Bands Method 

Turning bands generates three-dimensional grids of random val-

ues, Z(X), by averaging a series of one-dimensional realizations. Fol-

lowing the derivation of Journel and Huijbregts (1979), we consider a

weakly stationary process, Z(X), having a three-dimensional isotropic

covariance, C(h). A simulation of a three-dimensional random function,

Zs (X), is generated according to the formula:

Zs (X) = 1/01T D(X.)	 (3.7)

where Y(X ; ) is a one-dimensional random variable simulated along a

line, D ; , and X ; is the projection of X on Di. Y(X ) is a weakly

stationary random process with a univariate distribution identical to

that of Z(X) with a one-dimensional covariance, C'(h), given by:

C'(h) = d/dh [hC(h)]	 (3.8)
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Simulation in one-dimension given the covariance C'(h) can be a

difficult process. Journel and Huijbregts (1978) report that the

theorem of harmonic analysis of a second-order process allows simulation

of one-dimensional random functions with any covariance, C'(h). How-

ever, this analysis is often difficult because it must rely on the

Fourier analysis of C'(h).

A simpler approach is described by Journel and Huijbregts for

covariance functions which can be written in the form:

4.410

C'(h) = 5 f(u) f(u+h) du	 (3.9)

This convolution integral has been evaluated for three classical forms

of the three-dimensional covariance function, C(h). The three include

the spherical, exponential and Gaussian covariance models. The corre-

sponding functions f(u) are given on pp. 507-508 of Journel and

Huijbregts. If f(u) is known, one can generate Y by means of the

equation:

Y(X;) =1.:t ...04,f(kb)	 (3.10)

where the t.'s are independent realizations of a random variable with
J

uniform distribution on (0,1) and b is the distance between points at

which the ti values are generated along D ; (see Figure 3.3). For prac-

tical purposes f(kb) is assumed to decrease rapidly toward zero as Ikl

increases so that only a small number of terms are necessary to generate

Y by means of (3.10) for any given point.
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Given a series of random values generated along each of the

fifteen lines, the interval (or "band") along each line which contains

the projection of X is determined. The value associated with this band

is used for each line in equation (3.7). The summation in (3.7) is

performed for each point at which a simulated value of Z is required.

Further details can be found in Chapter 7 of Journel and Huijbregts

(1979).

Nearest Neighbor Method 

The nearest neighbor method is an extension of the lag-one

autoregressive model used in time series analysis. It allows for corre-

lation to extend to either side of a simulation point (equivalent to

using both historical and future information in time series) and in more

than one dimension.

According to Bartlett (1975; see also Smith and Freeze, 1979b),

the simulation of a random variable, Z, at a point (i,j,k) in a regular

three dimensional grid proceeds in the following manner,

Z(i,j,k) =oex [Z 7.4,3 	i.,k +Z. 1,j,k )+454).[Z ;ji-1,k +Z i,i+1.) ,‹ ]

(3.11)

Z	 PjJ ) ic-i
	 +Z,. 	 ]+ 1E(i,j,k)

where

p<x = an autoregressive parameter expressing the degree of

spatial dependence of Z(i,j,k) on its two neighboring

values, Z(i-1,j,k) and Z(i+1,j,k);
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c'ç,,c•z z. = autoregressive parameters in the remaining two

directions;

E(i.„04)= an uncorrelated, normally distributed random variable

with zero mean and unit variance; and

= a multiplication factor such that eigi,j,k) has a variance

equal to that of Z.

This equation contains seven unknown Z values. The set of such

equations for all the grid points forms a system of simultaneous linear

algebraic equations,

z =wz+riE	 (3.12)

where Z is a vector of length equal to the number of grid points, and W

is a spatial lag matrix composed of the terms

W.. = c'ex/r if i and j are neighbors in the x-direction

W. = Nyr if i and j are neighbors in the z-direction

416. =Aer/r if i and j are neighbors in the y-direction

= 0	 otherwise, and

r being the number of blocks sharing a side with block i.

The covariance matrix of this process,, is given by:

=	 [(1. - y) (1 - yo-r ] - 1
	

(3.13)

where I is the identity matrix. Smith and Freeze (1979a) present the=

shape of this covariance for a lag-one correlation structure in one-

dimension.
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Discrete Analysis 

Discrete analysis is a generating technique developed as part of

this research. It generates the covariance structure and the sample

distribution independently of each other.

Consider a second order stationary random field, Z(X), which has

a given univariate distribution, ye), a known variance, V(Z), and a

known covariance, C(h). The normalized covariance, or correlation

function, is:

Cl(b) = C(h) / V(Z)	 (3.14)

Discrete analysis requires defining a second random process, Z D (X),

which is stationary and satisfies:

F
z0

(Z* ) = FL (Z* ) for all Z..*
	

(3.15)

This means that at all points, X, Z D (X) is distributed in the same way

as Z(X). The spatial dependence of Z D(X) is defined through the fol-

lowing probability structure:

(ZD (X)	 with probability p(h)

Z (X + h) =
	

(3.16)

Z
*

independent of Z D(X) with

probability 1-p(h)

That is, with probability p(h), Z D(X + h) = Z D(X). With probability

1-p(h), Z D(X + h) = Z D (X) and the two values are independent. This
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process leads to the second order joint distribution (see Appendix B for

details of the derivation):

	P[Z0 (X)<z,,Z 0 (X + h)<z1 ] = p(h)Fr [min(z,,z 2. )]+	
(3.17)

( 1- 1)(1)) Fz (z,) Fz(za )]

The second term on the right hand side of this expression involves the

joint distribution of two independent, identically distributed random

variables. The first term arises from the event Z D(X) = ZD (X +h) (which

occurs with probability p (b )). To understand why this event has the

distribution function Fz [min(Z, ,Z )], consider the joint distribution

of a random variable Y with itself, i.e.:

PP 5 Y, , Y 5 Y,..]	 (3.18)

Assume that y, S y 	rewrite (3.18) as:

P[Y.�y,	 = PEY5Ya
	

(3.19)

Because y, s y, the second term on the right hand side of (3.19)

reduces to P[Yiy2 1Y$4 1 ] = 1.0. Equation (3.19) now becomes:

P [ ( 5 y, Y 5 Y2 ] = P[Y	 Y t ]
	

(3.20)

Similarly, if y 	y i , equation (3.18) can be written:

P[Ysy, ,YSy, ] = P[YSy.] P[YSy,) YSy i ]

=	 5 Y1 ]
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In general, therefore,

P[Y5y 1 ,Y5.1,] = P[Y5.min(y, ,y..)] = Fy [min(y, ,ya. )]	 (3.21)

Utilizing the definition of Z D (X) given by equations (3.15) and

(3.16), the normalized covariance structure of Z 0 (X) is:

C	 (h) = p(h)ZD -
(3.22)

In other words, the normalized covariance of Z D (X) is equal to the

probability that two points share the same value.

In discrete analysis, therefore, one generates a random field in

such a manner that two grid elements a distance h apart share the same

value with probability p(h). The actual value assigned to an element is

drawn from Fz (Z), and is thus independent of p(h). Hence, the univariate

distribution is dependent only on F z (Z), and the covariance is dependent

only on p(h). The method consists of four steps involving three random

variables. It is explained most easily by a one-dimensional example.

Consider a random process, Z(X), defined in one-dimension. Z(X)

is distributed as Fz (Z) with covariance C(h). For the example, assume

Z(X) is distributed uniformly on (0,1) so that FL(Z) = Z, 0 < Z < 1. We

further assume that C(h) is negligible for h > 3. We wish to simulate a

realization of Z(X) on a grid of length 5, discretized into elements of

length 1 (see Figure 3.4a). Because the covariance is negligible for

h > 3 the maximum distance for which we need consider the probability

PEZ(X) = Z(X + h)] = C(d)	 (3.23)
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is d = 3. For reasons to be explained below, this requires construction

of three additional grid elements as shown in Figure 3.4b. This con-

struction is Step 1 in the simulation.

Step 2 involves identifying the starting elements for the simu-

lation. This is done by selecting a grid element at random uniformly

from among the eight elements in Figure 3.4b. This is the first reali-

zation of our first random variable which we shall call 7. In our

example, 1r = 0.3062 was generated. Because each element has a

probability equal to 1/8 (= 0.125) of being chosen we select the third

element (2 < 0.3062/0.125 < 3) to start the simulation process.

Step 3 involves determining the maximum number of grid elements,

in addition to and contiguous with the third element, that may be

assigned a uniform permeability value. This collection of elements

(including the third element) is called a grid block. For this, let us

consider the probability structure in Table 3.2. A second random value,

p, is chosen in the range (0,1) by means of a uniform random number
generator. The number of contiguous elements in the first grid block is

then assigned on the basis of Table 3.2. In our example, (3 = 0.4372,

and the number of contiguous elements is thus one. In other words, no

other element may have the same permeability value as the third element.

Step 4 includes the assignment of a random value of permeabil-

ity, e, to elements within the block. This is done by generating X =

F(Z ) by means of a uniform (0,1) random number generator and then

computing Z according to:

itc= F
--1 

(X)
	

(3.24)



TABLE 3.2

PROBABILITY OF NUMBER OF CONTIGUOUS

ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN GRID BLOCK

Number P [# OF CONTIGUOUS ELEMENTS]

1 0.50

2 0.70

3 0.80

4 1.00

51
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In our example, the process is simplified because we selected F(Z)

such that:

Z* = F(Z) = F -1 (Z.4. )	 (3.25)

i.e. Z = X. The value chosen for Z
*

is 0.9432. The result is

recorded in Figure 3.4c and under Stage 1 in Table 3.3.

The simulation is repeated for grid elements which have not yet

been selected in Step 2. At Step 2, the starting element is chosen from

the 7 remaining elements. In our example, Tr= 0.4645 which falls in the

range 3 < (0.4645/[1/7]) < 4, meaning that the fourth among these seven

elements is chosen, i.e. element 5. The value of 6. 0.8132 implies that
two additional elements, numbers 6 and 7, will be assigned the same

random permeability (f4c = 0.2143) as elements 5 in Step 4. The result

is shown in Figure 3.4d, and is recorded under Stage 2 in Table 3.3.

Stage 3 returns to Step 2. At this point, elements 6 and 7 have

been assigned permeability values but have not yet been used as starting

elements (see Table 3.3). Therefore, six elements remain to be con-

sidered as potential starters for Step 2. The generated value of Ir.

0.2001 selects element 2 for this purpose. The value of p.= 0.9774

implies that three elements contiguous with element 2 may be assigned a

uniform Z* value. This includes element 3 which, however, was already

assigned a Z* of 0.9432. This value, as well as the value Z ."14. = 0.2143

assigned earlier to element 5, remain unchanged. Thus, only elements 2

and 4 are assigned the new Z* value of 0.5111 (Figure 3.4e). This

overlapping of grid blocks is currently required to provide a generating



TABLE 3.3

SIMULATION SUMMARY

Stage fr
Starting
Element (1 

Block
Size Z

1 0.3062 3 0.4372 1 0.9432

2 0.4645 5 0.8132 3 0.2143

3 0.2001 2 0.9774 4 0.5111

4 0.6329 6 0.7983 2 0.2222

5 0.0193 1 0.5137 1 0.7745

6 0.5144 7 0.8001 4 0.8188

53
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process which was proven to be stationary (see Appendix B). It was

suggested (Newman, 1985) that this overlapping is not necessary, but the

proof for this is not yet available.

At Stage 4, element 6 is chosen with only one contiguous

neighbor. However, both elements 6 and 7 have already been assigned Z*

values and so no change is observed in the grid. At Stage 5, element

one is chosen with no neighbors. Hence, the grid appears as in Figure

3.4f.

Three elements (4,7,8) remain as possible starters at Stage 6.

The generation value of fr= 0.5144 assignes this role to element 7. The

random choice of (2. 0.8001 means that element 7 and three contiguous

neighbors may share the new efc value. However, the Z
*

value of element

7 has been assigned previously. Thus, only element 8 takes on the new

value of Z= 0.8188. The remaining two contiguous elements fall out-

side the grid and thus play no role in the simulation. Figure 3.4g

shows that the enlarged grid is now full and the simulation process is

complete. The added elements on the left side are eliminated from

further consideration (Figure 3.5).

The need for adding elements to the grid can now be explained.

To create a stationary process on the five original grid elements, the

first element must have the same probability of being at any position

within a grid block as have all the other grid elements. One way to

ensure this is to seperate it from the edge of an extended grid by the

maximum allowed number of contiguous elements having a uniform Z*value.
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Figure 3.5. Completed Simulation
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The above example shows that discrete analysis consists of

generating three sets of independent random variables:

ir =	 , 111 ,	 )

= ( p,	 , • • •	 P/J+	 (3.26)

Z* = (ZT,Z:' ,

Appendix B contains a proof, developed by A. L. Wright (1985), that

these three variables indeed generate a stationary random function on

the original (i.e. unenlarged) grid.

Simulation in two- and three-dimensions is only slightly differ-

ent from that in one-dimension. Contiguous elements are added on all

sides, not only on one side, of the starting element which thus becomes

the center of a uniform Z* grid block. This centering causes the pro-

cess to be symmetric. It requires, however, that extra grid elements be

placed equally on all sides of the grid. The computer program for the

generation of grids in three dimensions is given in Appendix C.

Determining the Probability Structure, 43_

An important aspect of discrete analysis is the probability

structure, p , from which one obtains the probability:

P[Z(X) = Z ( S + h)] = Co (h)	 (3.27)

From the discussion above, it is observed that the probability of

selecting a block containing three elements from the structure in Table

3.2 is not the same as the probability that two elements separated by a

single element share the same Z. This can be shown by re-examining
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Stage 3 of our example. In that case, the probability that element

three was included in the same grid block as element five was determined

by p. At Stage three, in fact, these two elements were included in
the same block. However, because their values had previously been

assigned, these elements do not share the same Z. This leads to the

observation:

p(b) 5_ 0 (LI)
	

(3.28)

Determining (3(h) for a given p(h), therefore, requires examination of

the possible block patterns that can be generated by different (3(h)

structures.

For simple one-dimensional problems, p can be determined analy-
tically if C(h) is given. However, analytical expressions are not yet

available for three-dimensional cases. In this dissertation, le was

obtained by trial-and-error. As discussed in Chapter 6, this was rela-

tively easy to do.

Discussion 

In this dissertation, simulations of correlated permeabilities

are performed on grid sizes of up to 20 x 20 x 20 (see Chapter 6). The

number of elements is therefore quite large (up to 8,000). For con-

sistency, it is desirable to use the same generating technique for all

grid sizes.

The large number of elements makes the use of the nearest neigh-

bor technique impractical for our purpose. Dealing with matrices 8,000 x
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8,000 in size, even though banded, is less feasible than using turning

bands or discrete analysis.

)!

The fact that turning bands generates values of Z which vary

from element to element, instead of generating groups of elements having

identical Z 4 values as done in discrete analysis, is intuitively appeal-

ing. Statistically, however, the two techniques are analogous in that

both reproduce only the univariate distribution and the covariance of

the simulated variable.

It would appear, therefore, that turning bands has no inherent

theoretical advantage over discrete analysis. Practical considera-

tions, on the other hand, may favor discrete analysis. First, discrete

analysis is not limited to a particular form of the covariance. This

eliminates the need to limit the analysis to selected theoretical covar-

iance models. Second, discrete analysis requires no assumption on the

form of the univariate distribution. Turning bands, however, requires

that the data be transformed in such a way that the univariate distri-

bution be approximately normal. Third, the sensitivity of results to

changes in the assumed form of the underlying univariate distribution

can be accomplished, in discrete analysis, without additional

simulation.

Finally, turning bands requires calculating projections and

summations of fifteen values to generate each Z value. Discrete analy-

sis avoids this extra computational effort. For small regions in less

than three-dimensions, both nearest neighbors and turning bands may

become competitive with discrete analysis [however, turning bands
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presents some additional computational difficulties when applied in two

dimensions (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978)]. In such cases, the large

uniform regions of grid elements generated by discrete analysis in non-

conditional simulations may become physically unrealistic.

Summary 

A method is presented for the analysis of the extreme path value

(EPV) of permeability in a discrete model of a rock mass. When indepen-

dence is assumed between the permeabilities of various grid elements,

the grids are generated by standard Monte Carlo simulation.

When the element permeabilities are correlated, the level of

complexity of the simulation increases. Four techniques for the genera-

tion of correlated permeabilities are discussed. For practical reasons,

discrete analysis is favored as the technique of choice in the present

study. This choice is based on the computational efficiency of discrete

analysis when compared to other methods in applications involving large

grids.



CHAPTER 4

CONDITIONAL SIMULATION OF EXTREME PERMEABILITY PATHS
AND SIMULATION WITH RANDOM-LENGTH GRIDS

Discrete Analysis produces realizations of a stationary random

process that reproduce the univariate distribution and the first two

moments of the random field. It does not, however, reproduce known

values at specific sample locations and thus, does not make full use of

the available data.

The process by which simulated realizations are forced to con-

form to known values at sample locations is called "conditional simula-

tion." Conditioning has been receiving increased attention in the

recent hydrology literature (Delhomme, 1979; Neuman, 1982; Clifton and

Neuman, 1982; Dagan, 1984, 1985). Conditional simulation of the kind

often used in connection with the geostatistical method of kriging

(Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Delhomme, 1979) has, in the past, relied

almost exclusively on turning bands. In this chapter we show how the

same type of conditional simulation can be used in conjunction with

discrete analysis. For this, a brief introduction to kriging is

necessary.

Another topic covered in this chapter is the consideration of

two permeability populations in the simulation and conditioning proces-

ses. One population resides inside the grid of elements, the other

defines the boundaries of this grid.

60
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Brief Introduction to Kriging 

Kriging is a linear estimation method providing unbiased, mini-

mum variance estimates for the values of a random function at unsampled

points in space, or average values over finite regions. The estimator

is a linear combination of sampled values with weights chosen such that

the variance of the estimate is minimized. In this dissertation, krig-

ing is used to develop maps of permeability estimates together with

error terms required for conditional simulation.

Let Z(X) be a random function sampled at N points, X i , i=1,N,

around the point or region of interest. Define the semivariogram of

Z(X),	 (X, ,X 2 ), as:

= 1/2 VAR[Z(X ) - Z(X 2 )]	 (4.1)

where VAR represents variance. In the absence of drift, and if the

semivariogram is only a function of the displacement vector, h=X 2.- X,,

then

E[Z(1)] = m

)f(h) = 1/2 Ef[Z(X + h) -Z(X)]
s 

1
	 (4.2)

where m is a constant. These two expressions constitute the so called

"intrinsic hypothesis" which forms the basis for the "ordinary kriging

equations" to follow.

A kriged estimate of Z(X), labeled Z(X), is now obtained from:

=	 g Z( 1 )
	

(4.3)
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where the "kriging wieghts", A;, are required to satisfy the condition:

= 1.0
	

(4.4)

This implies that:

EU x(X)] =	 kZ(X )]

kE[Z(X i )]

m

m	 x,	 m

(4.5)

and thus guarantees that Z 	 unbiased. Furthermore,	 are determined

so as to ensure that the variance of the error of estimation is minimum.

This variance is given by:

VAR[Z 14(X)] = Ef[Z(X) - Z i,(X)i2 1	
(4.6)

= Ef[k/k;(Z(X) - Z(X))iL )

Adding the product of the constraint (4.4) with a Lagrange multiplier,/,

to (4.6), differentiating with respect to Xi andj." and setting the

results equal to zero, leads to the following system of (N+1) "kriging

equations:"

rÉ1 .)1(x - x. ) +/- 1 (x - x s )

;r1	 '

A; = 1.0
IzI

(4.7)

A solution of this set of simultaneous algebraic equations is

generally obtained by means of a direct method such as Gaussian elimina-

tion or Cholesky decomposition. Once the ks have been determined,
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ZliX) can be calculated by means of (4.3). The procedure must be

repeated for every X at which an estimate is required. In our case, a

kriged estimate is required for each element in the simulation grid.

Conditional Simulation Based on Kriging 

Conditional simulation based on kriging is well documented by

Journel and Huijbregts (1978). The following brief summary is based on

Chapter 7 of this reference.

To obtain a given conditional realization of Z(X), Z e (X), one

first generates kriged estimates, Z k(X), for all unsampled elements in

the simulation grid. These values and the associated X;'s remain con-

stant throughout the simulation process.

Next, an unconditional realization of element permeabilities,

Zg(X), is generated by means of discrete analysis based on the sample

mean and covariance function. The values of Z,.corresponding to ele--

ments which contain the sample locations are used, together with the

kriging weights determined earlier, to calculate "simulated kriged

estimates", Zs14 (X), by means of the formula:

z.j. k(x) =	 zs (x ; )	 (4.8)

These simulated kriged estimates, Zsk (X), are then used to compute the

estimation errors:

g	 = ZsOn	 Zsk(1 ) 	(4.9)

These errors are zero for elements having known (sampled) permeabili-

ties. The estimation errors are then added to the original kriged
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estimates, Z K (X), to obtain the final conditional realization:

Z(X) = Z(X) + E (X)	 (4.10)

Since V.Y) is zero in sample elements, Z c is equal to the sample permea-

bility in each such element. Furthermore, the conditionally simulated

process, Z(X), is isomorphic with the original process, Z(X). This is

indicated by the fact that E[E]=0 which implies E[Z,]=E[Z 14 ]=m by virtue

of (4.5). Also, because the variance of Z K is the same as that of Z 5k

(the kriging estimation variance depends only on the location of the

sample points, not on the sample values), the variance of Z 	 equal to

that of Zs which, in turn, is the same as that of Z.

Consideration of Random Grid Length 

To this point in our discussion, we have dealt only with one

statistically homogeneous population of permeabilities. We now turn our

attention to the case where an otherwise statistically homogeneous rock

mass of relatively low permeability is intersected by high permeability

fractures, bedding planes or faults. For simplicity, we restrict our-

selves to the special case where these high permeability features are

planar, parallel to each other and randomly spaced.

Such high permeability features may be of interest in various

settings. For example, the reliability of utilizing the Columbia

basalts as a disposal site for nuclear wastes is related to the degree

to which individual basalt flows act as confining layers. The width of

these flows varies from one flow to the next, with high permeability

interbeds or flow tops separating the individual units (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. High Permeability Interbeds and Flow Tops in the
Columbia Basalts
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Estimating the extreme path permeability through one of these units

requires consideration of both the random permeabilities within the flow

and the random vertical distance from the base to the top of the flow

(i.e. the vertical distance between two high-permeability features).

As a second example, consider the medium shown in Figure 4.2.

The medium consists of a low permeability crystalline rock mass inter-

sected at random locations by planar faults of high permeability. These

faults are aligned along similar strikes and dips and are thus parallel.

Consider now the extreme path which extends from a specified

location within the rock mass (e.g., the projected location of a nuclear

repository). Assume that the distance from this location to the bound-

ary of the rock mass is substantially greater than the expected distance

from this location to the nearest fault. Then, the extreme permeability

path is controlled by the low permeability rock mass only until this

path hits a high permeability fault. If the the exact location of the

nearest fault is not known, the EP cannot be modeled with a

deterministic grid length.

To overcome this, we use the simulation method of Chapter 3

while allowing the grid to contain a random number of layers. This

concept is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.3. The first layer of

the grid is assumed to be a fixed location within the low permeability

rock. To minimize the distance to the first high permeability fracture,

the Z-direction of the grid is alligned perpendicular to these features.

Layers are added, one at a time, to the grid until one containing a high

permeability feature is observed. This becomes the final grid layer



Figure 4.2. High Permeability Fractures and Faults in Crystalline
Rocks
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Figure 4.3. Schematic of Random Grid Length Generation
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included in the simulation (M(X*) in Figure 4.3). To simplify our

discussion, we consider only the positive Z-direction in the analysis of

the distance, X*, and the associated number of layers, M(X), to the
first high permeability feature.

The manner in which we propose to select the length of the grid

follows from the above discussion and the concepts developed by

Todorovic and Zelenhasic (1970) for large flood events. Consider the

permeability profile (representing the maximum directional permeability

at a point) given in Figure 4.4. In a manner analogous to that of

Todorovic and Zelenhasic, we first establish a cut-off permeability, K

and consider only those locations, X ; , along the profile in Figure 4.4

where the permeability, K;, exceeds K.. We define:

= K ; - K.	 (4.11)

as a random variable associated with location X ; where /;> 0 for all i.

We assume that K. can be chosen larger than any permeability observed

in the low permeability rock mass so that T; represents exceedance

permeabilities.

*-
The distribution of X, the distance to the first high permea-

bility feature, is based on consideration of a spatial interval (0,X)

along which q(X) exceedances of K. have occurred. Following this defi-

nition, it is noted that for all X > 0:

rt(X) .S rt(X+45 X)	 (4.12)

and that q(X) is dependent on K.. Assume for now that K. is a known,
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constant value. Denote an event of m exceedances in distance X as

Em = [v(X) = m]	 (4.13)

Noting that X n is the distance to the n-th exceedance and letting

(=P[X n < X]) be the probability that at least n exceedances have

occurred within the interval (0,X), it has been shown (Todorovic, 1970)

that:

P[E:] = Fh (X) - Fb .0 (X)	 (4.14)

and that

Fr,(X) = ‘±" P[E- )( ]	 (4.15)
j

Todorovic now assumes that the following conditions are valid:

.0

	

2: P[E r 	] = 0(AX) as AX - ->0
I-. 2.

,9x3

lim 	 - lim 	 -a- A(10)
&K.°

	

A X	 A X

(4.16)

(4.17)

K4 Am
where E n 	is the event of exactly n exceedances in the interval (X,

X +AX), (m,Y) is the density of exceedances for X > Y conditioned on

m exceedances having occurred in the interval (0,Y) and 0(AX)40 as 4 X40.

From these expressions, Todorovich argues that the probability of E r7

can be written in a recursive relationship as:

dP[E:]/dx =A(n-1,X) P[E:, ]-À(n,X) P[EX] 	(4.18a)

dP[E:]/dx = -)(0,X) P[E]	 (4.18b)
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The quantity of primary interest for the application to EP's is

the probability of zero occurrences in an interval (0,X),	 P[E:( ].

Equation 4.18b gives:

P[E Ø ] = exp (-rA(0,X) dX)	 (4.19)

For the special case where ),(0,X) =X, a constant independent of X,

equation (4.19) gives:

P[E:] = exp ( - ), X)	 (4.20)

Under this special condition, the probability of at least one occurrence

within the interval (0,X) is given by:

P[gE,f] = 1 - P[E:] = 1 - exp (-AX) 	(4.21)

Utilizing this simple result as an example, a simulation grid of

sizeNxNxM(X) with elements of size AX 1 , by AX 2. by 45Z , respec-

tively, would be generated in the following manner. The probability

that at least one exceedance feature has occurred prior to the beginning

of the i+1 -th layer (in the Z-direction) is given by:

P[X*s iAZ] = 1 - exp[ -	 Z)]	 (4.22)

Similarly, the probability that it occurred prior to the beginning of

the i-th layer is:

P[X < (i-1)AZ] = 1 - exp[-A(i- 1)Z] 	(4.23)
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Note that for all i, P[X* < (i- 1)Z] < P [X* < iAZ]. Given a random

number, t, uniformly distributed in the range 0 < t < 1, there will be

exactly one layer, i , which satisfies:

P[es (i-1)AZ] s t < P[X*5. iAZ]

Hence, the final layer of the grid is chosen by the criterion:

M(X4 )=i iff P[X* <(i-1)AZ]	 t < P[e<iAZ]

For the pdf given by (4.20), this can be written:

M(X* )=1 iff 1-exp[-A[ (i -1)AZ]l<t<1-exp{-X[i4Z]}

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

The grid size is now set atNxNxi and the simulation is completed

by means of any of the techniques described earlier. For each new reali-

zation of this grid, both the permeabilities and grid length are once

again chosen at random.

Conditioning this simulation on known information regarding the

location of exceedance features is accomplished by means of conditional

probabilities in equation (4.19). For example, if it is known that no

features occur in the interval (0,X'), (4.19) is written:

P[E;	 = P[E 04 ]/P[E: 1]

or
P[E1E:#] = exp[-b(0,X)dX]/exp[-Ij:	 (0,x)dx]

P[E: (En = exp [-"A(0,X)dX]	 X > X'

=1.0 	X � X'

(4.27)
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X
,

where PEE.
X
  1 E. ] = 1 for X < X' by the definition of the given event,

,x
E. . Once again, using the example of X(0,X) =A= constant, (27)

becomes:

PEE: 1E] = exp [- A (X - X' )]	 X > X'	
(4.28)

=1.0	 X .s X'

This new pdf allows calculation of the probability of at least one

exceedance in the interval (0,X) as:

,
PEZ E nx 1E: ] = 1 - P [E: 1E: ' ]

= 1 - expE- A (X - X')]	 X > X'	 (4.29)

=0 	X < X'

The simulation is now performed as described above with equation (4.29)

replacing equation (4.20).



CHAPTER 5

EXTREME PERMEABILITY PATHS GENERATED
BY THE INDEPENDENCE MODEL

A large number of simulations was performed for grids in which

the element permeabilities were uncorrelated. As discussed in Chapter

3, these simulations were performed by assigning uniformly distributed

random values in the range 0 < X < 1.0 independently to each of the grid

elements. The resulting values were interpreted as realizations of the

cumulative density function, X = F(Z). As such, the simulations

required no assumptions regarding the distribution of Z other than that

F(Z) is continuous and strictly increasing with Z.

Two general grid geometries were investigated. The first was a

cubic region containing N grid elements (N in each direction). General

statistics of the EPV (extreme path value) were derived for this geom-

etry with special attention given to 1) the dependence of the mean EPV

on N, 2) the dependence of the variance of the EPV on N and 3) the

percent of the grid active in the EP (extreme path). The EP may start in

any element on one face of the grid and extend to any element on the

opposite face.

The second grid geometry studied has shape N x N x 40,	 N > 5.

Here the EP is required to start within a window of 5 x 5 elements on

one face, but is allowed to extend to any element on the opposite face.

The EPV statistics for this geometry are analyzed with special attention

given to 1) the dependence of the mean and variance of the EPV on N, and

75.
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2) comparison of the EP generated with a limited window at the first

face with the EP generated earlier with an unrestricted window. The case

of a narrow window is important in situations where one is interested in

permeability paths from a given area of concentrated pollution (such as

a waste repository) in a given rock mass.

Simulation on Cubic Grids 

The behavior of the extreme path in cubic grids that are infi-

nite in extent and have uncorrelated element permeabilities has been

studied in the field of percolation theory (Shante and Kirkpatrick,

1971; Frisch et al., 1961). In this theory, the grid usually consists

of objects termed "atoms" and connecting "bonds" which together form a

lattice. Analogous to our cubic grid is a cubic lattice, or a lattice

of squares in two dimensions (Figure 5.1). Each atom can be in one of

two states: 1) open to percolation with probability p, or 2) closed to

percolation with probability (1 - p). A collection of open atoms con-

nected by a series of bonds which have only open atoms on both ends is

called a percolating cluster. Figure 5.2 shows one percolating cluster

corresponding to the lattice in Figure 5.1. The analogy to our cubic

grid becomes obvious if one views our elements as atoms and the inter-

faces between them as bonds.

An open atom is equivalent to an element that has value X = F(Z)

greater than or equal to the EPV. Hence, the probability, p, that an

atom is open is equal to the probability that the assigned value, X, in

an element is greater than or equal to the EPV. As X is distributed
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Figure 5.1. Site Percolation on a Square Lattice
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Figure 5.2. Percolation Cluster from Figure 5.1
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uniformly in the range 0 < X < 1, p can be written as:

p = 1 - EPV = 1 - F(Z.)	 (5.1)

where Z c , the "extreme path permeability", is defined by F(Z) = EPV, or

-4
Z = F (EPV). Thus, information derived from percolation theory aboutc

the behavior of p is directly applicable to our study of the EPV.

Of principal concern in the analysis of percolation on infinite

grids has been the determination of the probability of obtaining at

least one percolating cluster which contains an infinite number of

atoms. It has been shown that this probability is either 0 or 1 depend-

ing on the value of p, the probability of an atom being open (Shante

and Kirkpatrick, 1971). The lowest probability, p, at which an infinite

cluster will appear (with probability one) is called the "critical

probability", p c..

Several methods have been used to estimate p for a cubic lat-

tice. Shante and Kirkpatrick (1971) discussed a number of efforts at

deriving p c from series approximations of the percolation process.

These series, based on considering possible connections between atoms,

are used to estimate the mean cluster size in an infinite grid for a

given probability, p. The mean cluster size, S(p), is written:

S(p) =F;,a n p tl 	(5.2)

where a (is a coefficient related to the number of possible clusters

containing exactly n atoms which start at a specified atom. Due to the

fact that at p = p 	 is a finite probability of finding an infinite
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cluster, this series approaches infinity as p approaches pc from below

(i.e. pp; ). The radius of convergence of equation (5.2) gives a lower

bound on pc .	 Utilizing this analysis, Sykes and Essam (1964) estimated

pc for a cubic lattice to be 0.312.

Frisch et al. (1962a) estimated pc for a cubic lattice by means

of Monte Carlo simulation. In their approach, all the atoms in the

lattice were initially closed, and one of these atoms was opened at

random. Additional atoms were opened at random until a cluster of size

N or greater was formed. The percent of open atoms in the lattice was

designated as a realization of pm , the probability (of an atom being

open) at which a cluster of size N appeared. From a large number of

such realizations, the authors calculated the mean p,,, and an error bound

of p, for various N. They noted that as N becomes large, 'Dv reached an

assymptotic limit as shown in Figure 5.3. This limit, representing p c ,

was reported by Frisch et al. (1961) to be 0.325.

The above two estimates suggest that the critical probability

for an infinite cubic lattice is in or near the range 0.312 - 0.325. In

our case, this critical probability translates into a cdf value of

EPV = F(4) = 1 - p c 	(5.3)

such that the EPV is in or near the range 0.675 - 0.688. In other

words, percolation theory predicts that in permeability grids of an

infinite extent, the path permeability is, with probability one, in or

near the range

-1	 _1	 -1
F	 (0.675) 5. F	 (EPV) 5. F	 (0.693).	 (5.4)
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Figure 5.3. Probability of Finding Cluster of Size N
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An extension of percolation theory to finite size, two-dimen-

sional grids was reported by Dean (1963).	 However, to this author's

knowledge, the manner in which the EPV approaches its assymptotic limit

in three dimensions has not been investigated.

In this dissertation, finite grids ranging in size from 2 ele-

ments cubed to 40 elements cubed are investigated by Monte Carlo simula-

tion. The grid sizes and number of realizations generated for each grid

size are listed in Table 5.1. The number of realizations decreases with

increasing grid size because the computer time required for each reali-

zation increases rapidly with N.

For each grid size, the mean and variance of the extreme path

value (EPV) were calculated. These are summarized in Table 5.2. Figure

5.4 is a plot of the mean EPV versus N. It is seen that our mean EPV

lies within the range of the estimates given by Sykes and Esam (1964)

and Frisch, et al. (1961) for infinite grids when our grid size exceeds

10 x 10 x 10. Our best estimate of the EPV asymptote, 0.683, corre-

sponds to a critical probability in the percolation process of 0.317.

Figure 5.5 is a log-log plot of the variance of the EPV esti-

mates versus grid size. By linear regression we find that the variance,

is inversely related to the square of the grid size, N, according to

(2.50 N ) " 	(5.5)

This is consistent with previous work on infinite grids which predicts

that the variance of the EPV goes to zero as N goes to infinity;

however, the rate of this limit process has not been previously



Table 5.1

SIMULATED GRIDS: SIZES AND NUMBER OF REALIZATIONS

GRID	 SIZE
NxNxN

NUMBER OF
REALIZATIONS

2 900

3 900

4 200

5 1520

10 980

15 650

20 260

40 71

Table 5.2

EPV STATISTICS FOR CUBIC GRID SIMULATIONS

GRID SIZE MEAN EPV RANGE OF EPV VARIANCE OF EPV

2 0.5988 0.10 -	 1.00 0.0357

3 0.6207 0.30 - 0.90 0.0161

5 0.6460 0.40 - 0.85 0.0067

10 0.6684 0.55 - 0.80 0.0016

15 0.6760 0.60 - 0.75 0.00070

20 0.6790 0.60 - 0.75 0.00033

40 0.6830 0.66 - 0.71 0.000098
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Figure 5.4. Mean EPV Versus Grid Size
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quantified. Our result is also consistent with the observation that, in

infinite grids, there is a unique probability, p , at which the proba-

bility of observing infinite clusters changes from 0 to 1.

The manner in which the mean EPV varies with grid size is remi-

niscent of the manner in which the critical density of fractures varied

with area in the work of Robinson (1984). More importantly, Robinson

obtained the same relationship on log-log paper between the variance of

his critical density and simulation area as we obtain between the vari-

ance of the EPV and grid size. This reinforces our confidence in the

validity of equation (5.5).

In addition to determining the EPV for each grid, the percent of

the medium belonging to the EP was also determined. Table 5.3 sum-

marizes these results. The general trend is for the percent of the

medium belonging to the EP to decrease with grid size. The variance of

this percentage also decreases with grid size. A sample extreme path

for a 40 x 40 x 40 grid is demonstrated in Figure 5.6. Sample extreme

paths for other grid sizes are presented in Appendix D.

Analysis of Results from Cubic Grids 

The results summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 lead to some impor-

tant observations. First, it is clear that for every grid size larger

than N = 1, the expected value of the EPV exceeds 0.5. Since log-

permeability is close to being normally distributed (Freeze, 1975;

Kitanidis and Hoeksema, 1985), this implies that the logarithm of the

expected extreme path permeability exceeds the mean log-permeability for

most media.



TABLE 5.3

STATISTICS OF PERCENT OF GRID BELONGING TO EXTREME PATH

GRID SIZE MEAN % ACTIVE VARIANCE [% ACTIVE]

5 13.6 37

10 10.25 26

20 7.49 18

40 4.64 7
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It is well established (Gutjahr et al., 1978; Dagan, 1984) that

the effective permeability, KEFF , of a statistically isotropic three-

dimensional medium is equal not to the mean log-permeability, but rather

to:

	K EFF = K L (1 + y1,176)
	

(5.6)

where ln K L = E[lnK] and q= the variance of lnK. In other words, the

effective permeability is generally larger than the geometric mean, K L .

Let us define the normalized effective log-permeability, Km , as:

Km/ = [1n(K E.F,)-ln(K,)]/011

	

= [1n(Ki+ln(1 + T276)-1n(K iA/a:
	

(5.7)

= ln(1 + 17f1/6) / c:.

Using the relationship X,= F(Km,) together with normal probability

tables, the variation of XEFF with 7-, can be determined for any medium

with log-permeabilities distributed in a normal fashion. Table 5.4

shows that the maximum X EFF within the range of validity of (5.6) is

less than 0.57. In Table 5.2, however, the mean EPV exceeds 0.57 for

all grids having sizes of 2 x 2 x 2 or more. This implies that for all

three-dimensional grids of practical interest, the expected EPV is

greater than the XEFF of the medium. This is the same as saying that

one may expect to find at least one path crossing any given statisti-

cally isotropic medium along which the permeability is everywhere

greater than the effective permeability of the medium.



TABLE 5.4

XEFF VERSUS 9:

cr- 1n(1+ TL L /6)/cr: X EFF

89

.01 .0017 -0.50

.10 .0275 -0.51

.20 .0332 -0.514

.50 .0816 -0.533

.75 .1195 -0.548

1.00 .1542 -0.561

2.00 .2554 -0.600

* Note that this value is well outside the range of
application suggested by Gutjahr, et al (1978).
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Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of the EPV's for all grid

sizes simulated. We see that the variance decreases with grid size as

shown earlier in Figure 5.5. The narrowing of the range of EPV's with

grid size is such that for sizes greater than (15)3 , the probability of

obtaining an extreme path permeability in excess of 0.57, the largest

effective medium permeability, approaches one. On the other hand, the

probability of having an EPV greater than 0.75 in such grids approaches

g
zero. In grids of size (40) , or larger, the range of EPV's is

limited with probability approaching one to 0.66 < EPV < 0.71.

The final point of interest arising from our results is the

percent of rock mass belonging to the extreme path. As was shown in

Table 5.3, this percentage decreases rapidly with increasing grid size,

at least up to N=40. On the other hand, work by Kirkpatrick (1973)

related to the percent of a lattice active in an infinite cluster

implies that for infinite grids, the percentage of elements belonging to

a permeability path increases as the path permeability declines below

the extreme path permeability value (the EPV). Figure 5.8, modified

after Kirkpatrick shows that in infinite grids as much as 30% of the

elements will belong to paths having permeabilities greater than the

effective medium permeability.

Simulation of Grids with Restricted Windows 

Another set of simulations was performed with grids such as

those shown in Figure 5.9. These grids contain NxNxN elements, and only

paths eminating from a 5 x 5 window at Z = 1 are considered. The grid
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sizes and the number of realizations generated for each are listed in

Table 5.5.

Figure 5.10 shows the variation of the mean EPV with, N, the

width of the grid. Since the number of possible paths extending from

the window increases as N becomes larger, the mean EPV also increases

with N. For a grid size of 41 x 41 x 40, the mean EPV is only slightly

below that obtained previously without a window. This suggests that the

presence of a window has little effect on the mean EPV in large grids.

The primary reason for the reduction in mean EPV for a given N,

in comparison with the square grid, is that the length of the grid is

now longer than N whenever N < 40. For example, when N = 5, the grid was

5 elements long in the cubic case, but is 40 elements long now. This

implies that one may expect the mean EPV to decrease as the grid length

increases when the cross sectional area of the grid remains constant.

In other words, the mean extreme path permeability decreases with

increasing length of a rock mass. Clearly, this decline is bounded by

an EPV of zero, implying that an assymptotic limit to the EPV may exist.

Based on the current results, however, estimation of this limit is not

possible.

When the cross sectional area of the grid was equal to the

inflow window (i.e. N = 5), less than 5% of the realizations gave an EPV

greater than 0.57. However, when the grid size was increased to 11 x 11

x 40, only 5 out of 200 realizations gave an EPV smaller than 0.57.

This large difference between what happens when N = 5 and N = 11 shows

that the extreme path is very sensitive to the dimensions of the rock



TABLE 5.5

GRID SIZE AND NUMBER OF REALIZATIONS

FOR RESTRICTED WINDOW GRIDS

GRID SIZE	 NUMBER OF REALIZATIONS

5 x 5 x 40	 710

11 x 11 x 40	 209

21 x 21 x 40	 50

41 x 41 x 40	 12
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mass in directions perpendicular to the mean direction of the extreme

path.

Figure 5.11 shows that the variance of 'the EPV decreases with

grid size as was the case in the absence of a window. However, for N <

41, the variance for a grid of size N x N x 40 in the presence of a

window is less than the variance for unrestricted grids of sizeNxNx

N. Two explanations are presented for this observation. Either the

restriction of the extreme path to the 5 x 5 window at Z = 1 reduces

this variance or the extended length of these grids causes this reduc-

tion. Due to the observation that the variance of the EPV for a grid

size 41 x 41 x 40 in the presence of a window is nearly identical to

that for an unrestricted grid of size 40 x 40 x 40, this author tends to

the latter explanation; the reduced variance is due primarily to the

elongated grid. Accepting this conslusion would imply that an increased

length of the medium would not only reduce the mean extreme path permea-

bility, but would also reduce the variance of this value.

Summary 

Simulation of permeability grids with uncorrelated element per-

meabilities leads to several major conclusions:

1) For nearly all cubic grids, the expected extreme path per-

meability is greater than the effective permeability of the medium,

2) For cubic grids of sizes greater than 15 x 15 x 15, the

probability of obtaining an extreme path permeability greater than the

effective medium permeability approaches one,
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3) For the same cubic grids, the extreme path permeability

cannot exceed a certain maximum value,

4) The extreme path permeability is sensitive to the width of

the rock mass perpendicular to the mean axis of the extreme path, and

5) Increasing the length of the rock mass while maintaining a

constant area perpendicular to the mean axis of the extreme path reduces

both the mean and the variance of the extreme path permeability.



CHAPTER 6

EFFECTS OF AUTOCORRELATION, CONDITIONING AND RANDOM GRID
LENGTH ON EXTREME PERMEABILITY PATHS

In this chapter, the effects of accounting for autocovariance in

the simulation process and conditioning the latter on known sample

values are demonstrated by analyzing data from a field site near Oracle,

Arizona. The effect of secondary features is demonstrated by means of

hypothetical data. The discussion starts with a brief description of

the field site.

Oracle Field Site

The field site is located near Oracle in south-central Arizona

(see Figure 6.1). The site consists of eight boreholes drilled to

depths ranging from 250 feet to 300 feet in fractured granitic rock

(quartz monzonite). The upper 70 feet penetrate a weathered zone and

are cased. The borehole locations and depths are indicated in Figure

6.1. A description of the local geology is contained in Jones et al.

(1985).

Single-hole packer tests (Hsieh et al., 1983) provided more than

100 hydraulic conductivity values for the site. As shown schematically

in Figure 6.2, such tests allow horizontal hydraulic conductivity to be

determined over vertical intervals bounded by two packers. The packer

spacing in these tests ranged from 11 to 13 feet. An average spacing of

12 feet between packers is assumed such that the height of each grid

99
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element is set at 12 feet. The radial distance affected by the test

varies with the hydraulic conductivity and is generally not known. In

order to estimate this radius, we assume that the effective radius over

which the conductivity is measured is related to the radius over which a

significant gradient in the hydraulic head is maintained. Refering to

Depner (1985) and Hsieh et al. (1983) and assuming purely radial flow,

the hydraulic head around the packed off interval at steady state is

H = Q/(2T11(1)	 [1n(r/r,)]	 (6.1)

where Hw is the head at the well, H is the head at radius r (r>r„),

is the radius of the well, Q is the rate of injection and 1 is the

packer spacing. The gradient of this head is given by

d/dr[H- H] = 1/r [Q/(2rK1)]	 (6.2)

The gradient of head at radius r relative to the gradient at the well is

therefore given by:

Relative Gradient = (1/r)/(1/r,) = r. / r	 (6.3)

The choice of a cutoff relative gradient is arbitrary; a value

of 0.05 seems sufficiently small for our purposes. For a four-inch

diameter borehole, this corresponds to a radius of 1.0 meter. For a six

inch borehole, it corresponds to a radius of 1.5 meters. Thus, a cylin-

der of radius not smaller than 1 meter is affected in both cases, and

this is the effective radius we will use below. This radius gives an

effective area of influence for each test of approximately 34 square
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feet. For convenience, this number is adjusted to 36 square feet, which

enables our grid elements to be 6 feet by 6 feet in the horizontal plane

(and 12 feet high).

The hydraulic conductivity, K, is related to permeability as:

K = egk/A.	 (6.4)

where e is the fluid density, g is acceleration due to gravity, k is

the intrinsic permeabilty and, is the viscosity. Due to the small

groundwater temperature variations at the site (Flynn, 1985), the den-

sity and viscosity can be assumed constant. Under these conditions,

hydraulic conductivity and permeability are proportional to each other.

Considering that all previous analyses of the hydraulic data pertaining

to this site have been presented in terms of hydraulic conductivity

(e.g. Hsieh et al., 1983; Jones et al., 1985; Depner, 1985), we will

work with the latter.

Fitting Univariate Distribution Functions To The Data

The available single-hole packer test results are listed in

Appendix F. These results (corrected for leakage observed during the

experiments as mentioned below) are plotted on normal probability paper

in Figure 6.3. The mean and variance of the log hydraulic conductivi-

ties are -7.97 and 1.44, respectively, when hydraulic conductivity is

measured in m/s. Examination of the data showed that nearly every test

which produced a log-conductivity greater than -8.0 involved observable

leakage around at least one of the two packers (see Figure 6.2). Such

leakage, which can significantly inflate the calculated hydraulic
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conductivity, may be due to the presence of vertical fractures or due to

improper sealing of the borehole by the packers(Depner,1985). Depner

attempted to correct for leakage and his corrected values are those

listed in Appendix F. Despite these corrections, when the hydraulic

conductivities based on those experiments in which leakage was observed

are plotted separately from those determined from experiments in which

observable leakage was not observed (Figure 6.4), the two sets appear to

belong to two distinct populations with different means. However, for

consistency with previous studies by Depner (1985) and Jones et al.

(1985), we will assume that all the data belong to a single population.

Conductivities also vary systematically from one borehole to another:

for example, M1 and H3 show higher conductivities than do H2 and H4.

This systematic pattern will be preserved in our conditional simula-

tions, but not in the unconditional ones.

Two techniques were used to fit univariate distributions to the

corrected log-K data : normal and Gumbel distributions were fitted by

the method of moments, and Gumbel and Wakeby distributions were fitted

by probability weighted moments. The parameters calculated for each

distribution are listed in Table 6.1 and the four fitted distributions

are shown in Figure 6.5.

The Wakeby distribution was fitted to the data by means of the

formulae given by Greenwood et al. (1979) as discussed in Chapter 2.

However, we were unable to achieve a satisfactory fit until the data

were transformed according to:

log(K') = log(K) + 7.97 	 (6.5)



TABLE 6.1

UNIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS

Distribution Form Parameter Value

Log Normal Mean -7.97
Variance 1.436

Gumbel by Method
of Moments F(X)=expfexp[- c)]} m -8.4924

a 0.9397

Gumbel	 by Prob.
Weighted Moments X = m - a ln[-lnF] m -8.5154

a 0.9796

Wakeby by PWM's (X+7.97)=m + a[1-(1-0] a 2.691
b 1.100

-c[1-(1-Fr ] c 14.000
d 0.034
m -1.909
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where -7.97 is the mean of log(K); only the results of this latter fit

are included in Table 6.1. The difficulty in fitting the untransformed

data may stem, in part, from numerical errors in the calculation of d.

Although none of the fitted distributions reproduce the data

accurately in the central range between -7.9 and -7.2, the Wakeby dis-

tribution gives the best overall fit. We will therefore use the Wakeby

distribution in our simulations.

Fitting Covariance Functions To The Data

A sample semivariogram for the leakage-corrected data was calcu-

lated by Depner (1985). His semivariograms for data pairs in the near

vertical direction (utilizing a 15 degree window) and pairs averaged

over all directions are shown in Figures 6.6a and 6.6b, respectively.

The covariance function is determined from these semivariograms as:

C(h) = VAR(logK) -1((h)	 (6.6)

where l(0) is the semivariogram. This covariance was then normalized

as:

CN (h) = C(h)/VAR(logK) = 1.0 - 1r(h)/VAR(logK) 	 (6.7)

The vertical and average normalized covariance functions are shown in

Figures 6.7a and 6.7b, respectively.

Depner (1985) concluded that the vertical semivariogram is more

reliable than the average semivariogram because of the predominance of

vertically aligned data pairs along the vertical boreholes. For this

reason, primary emphasis in the present study is on the vertical
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covariance. Fitting of the average covariance will be left until after

the vertical covariance has been fitted.

To use discrete analysis, we must fit a (1 probability structure

to our normalized covariance function (refer to Chapter 4). The fitting

of (3 was performed by trial-and-error on a 10x10x10 grid in three steps:

1) estimating the distance over which a non-zero covariance exists, 2)

performing unconditional simulations on a 10x10x10 grid for several (3

structures, and 3) selecting the most promising (3 structure among those

analyzed. A 10x10x10 grid was selected as it is large enough to allow

the calculation of meaningful sample covariances, and small enough to

require only a minimum amount of computer time.

Figure 6.7a suggests that the vertical correlation distance lies

between 96 and 108 feet. Since the height of each element in the grid

is 12 feet, the maximum vertical correlation length includes 8 or 9

elements. If the (1 structure is taken to be isotropic, a lag of 8 or 9

elements having horizontal dimensions of 6 feet corresponds to hori-

zontal correlation distances between 48 and 54 feet.

We found that five realizations of any particular (3 structure

were sufficient to determine whether this structure was worth further

study. The choice was thus quickly reduced to the range of p probabili-
ties indicated in Table 6.2a. In the fitting process, probabilities for

non-integer lags were calculated by linear interpolation between integer

lags.

To choose between the remaining (3 structures, ten realizations

of each were generated. This provided insight into the manner in which



TABLE 6.2a

RANGE OF F STRUCTURES REMAINING AFTER INITIAL SELECTION

h min (3 (h) max ft.(h)

1 0.45 0.81
2 0.50 0.82
3 0.55 0.83
4 0.60 0.84
5 0.65 0.89
6 0.75 0.94
7 0.85 0.99
8 0.95 1.00
9 1.00 1.00

TABLE 6.2b

FINAL TWO e STRUCTURES
h 8-lag Model 9-lag Model

1 0.74 0.46
2 0.76 0.51
3 0.78 0.56
4 0.80 0.61
5 0.85 0.71
6 0.90 0.81
7 0.95 0.89
8 1.00 0.97
9 ---- 1.00
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the generated covariance varied with changes in (. It was found that

increasing the probability of large block sizes while keeping the proba-

bilities of small blocks constant caused the magnitude of the entire

covariance function to increase. The increase at small lags was several

times that at large lags. On the other hand, increasing the probability

of small blocks while maintaining the probabilities of large blocks

constant caused only a slight increase in the short lag covariance

values. However, the covariance values at large lags decreased. These

trends aided the trial-and-error procedure which finally led to the two (3

structures listed in Table 2b. The first of these two p probability
structures is not far from uniform and has a maximum lag of 8 elements

(96 feet along the vertical direction). The second structure is more

complex and has a maximum lag of 9 elements (108 feet along the vertical

direction).

To select between the two candidate (3 structures, we generated

100 realizations of each, computed a sample vertical covariance function

for each realization and averaged the results. These average vertical

covariance structures are shown in Figures 6.8a and 6.9a, respectively.

The two resulting normalized covariances are seen to be quite similar

except that the one based on a p with a maximum lag of 9 (Figure 6.9a)
is slightly higher at lags of 12-24 feet, and slightly lower at greater

lags, than is the covariance based on a p with a maximum lag of 8
(Figure 6.8a).

The last step in our analysis of the two candidate	 probability

structures was to average the sample covariances over all directions.
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These average, omni-directional covariances are shown in Figures 6.8b

and 6.9b for the 8- and 9-lag probability structures, respectively. The

fit is seen to be acceptable in both cases. However, the 9-lag struc-

ture again gives a slightly higher covariance at lags of 12-24 feet and

a lower covariance at longer lags. Thus, perhaps fortuitously, we were

able to fit an isotropic (3 structure to data having an anisotropic

covariance. A more precise analysis of covariance anisotropy at the

Oracle site, performed by Depner (1985), suggests that the principal

axes of anisotropy are neither horizontal nor vertical. The ratios

between the principal correlation lengths were estimated by Depner on

the basis of cross-hole hydraulic test data. For the demonstrative

purposes of this dissertation, however, the covariance analysis just

described is considered sufficient. The more general case of aniso-

tropic (3 structures is touched upon in Chapter 7.

The extreme path values generated by both ça structures on a

10x10x10 grid are similar. Thus, since the 8-lag structure requires

less computational effort than the 9-lag structure, we used it for the

remainder of our analysis.

Unconditional Simulation Of Correlated Permeabilities 

Unconditional simulation was performed on cubic grids ranging in

size from 5x5x5 elements to 20x20x20 elements. The maximum lag, grid

size and number of realizations for each are summarized in Table 6.3.

Figure 6.10 is a histogram of EPV's obtained on a 10x10x10 grid

with the selected structure; a histogram of EPV's on a similar grid

in the absence of autocorrelation is also shown for comparison purposes.



TABLE 6.3

DATA ON UNCONDITIONAL SIMULATIONS

Maximum Lag
(# elements)

Grid Size
(N) Number of Realizations      

8 5 100

8 10 100

8 20 28

9 10 100
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It is seen that autocorrelation causes both the mean and the variance of

the EPV's to increase significantly. The effect of grid size on these

relationships is illustrated in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 (the corresponding

data are listed in Table 6.4). We see that when autocorrelation is

considered, the mean and the variance of the EPV's are higher than

without autocorrelation for all but very small grids.

That autocorrelation increases the mean EPV follows from the

fact that any permeability value now has an enhanced chance of being

connected to similar values on all sides. Thus, the probability of

permeabilities within a given range traversing the grid from one end to

another increases with the degree of autocorrelation. Since EPV's are

biased (by definition) toward the higher ranges of permeabilities, their

mean must increase with autocorrelation. On the other hand, as autocor-

relation increases the range of permeabilities that can form EP's, the

variance of the EPV's must also increase.

Conditioning On The Oracle Data

Conditioning on the Oracle data was performed by a three-dimen-

sional kriging program developed by Samper (1985) for the IBM personal

computer. Due to the limited memory of this computer, the grid was

restricted to 10x10x10 elements. The horizontal X and Y coordinates of

the simulation grid point east and north, respectively, and the Z coor-

dinate points vertically downward. The origin of the coordinates is

taken to be at the top of the borehole H4 as shown in Figure 6.13. The

uppermost southwestern corner of the grid is taken to be at (X,Y,Z)

coordinate (40,-6,130) feet, and the lowermost northeast corner at



TABLE 6.4

SAMPLE STATISTICS FOR THE EPV

Grid Size
(N)

Number of	 Mean
Realizations	 EPV

with autocorrelation

Variance
EPV

5 105 0.611 0.0541

10 105 0.751 0.0167

20 28 0.789 0.0042

without autocorrelation

5 1520 0.646 0.0067

10 980 0.668 0.0016

20 260 0.683 0.00033
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(100,54,250) feet. This left 57 data points (out of approximately 100)

and avoided known extreme conductivity features such as a low permeabil-

ity dike near the top of H4, a high permeability zone between 80 and 120

feet extending into nearly all the boreholes, and a high permeability

fracture zone below 250 feet in Ml, H2 and H3.

Kriging was performed over neighborhoods which contained 20

points each to keep the number of equations within a range manageable on

the PC. A spherical semivariogram with a nugget effect, fitted to the

data by Depner (1985), was used:

)/(h)=0.15 + 1.30 [3/2 (h/144ft) - 1/2 (h/144ft) ]	 (6.8)

where the range of the variogram was 144 feet. A total of 80 condi-

tional realizations were generated based on the Wakeby distribution

discussed earlier. Each was analyzed for extreme paths crossing the

grid in the three primary directions (X,Y and Z).

Figures 6.14 a, b, and c show histograms of the conditionally

simulated EPV's in the X,Y and Z directions, respectively. Histograms

of EPV's obtained earlier by unconditional simulation via discrete

analysis are also shown for comparison (these latter results were

adjusted by means of the Wakeby distribution). The corresponding sta-

tistics are listed in Table 6.5, together with those for the uncondi-

tional, independent case. The most striking result is the significant

reduction in the variance of the EPV's in all three directions due to

conditioning, in comparison to the correlated unconditional case. The
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TABLE 6.5

COMPARISON OF INDEPENDENT, CORRELATED
AND CONDITIONAL CONDUCTIVITIES

Number of
Model Realizations Mean Variance

Independent
Unconditonal 500 -7.42 0.043

Correlated
Unconditional 100 -6.99 0.447

Conditional
Vertical 80 -6.76 0.271

Conditional
North-South 80 -7.49 0.240

Conditional
East-West 80 -7.13 0.282
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conditional variance, however, remains higher than that obtained by

assuming independence.

Another important observation is that the mean extreme path conduc-

tivity for the vertical direction as obtained by conditional simulation

is larger than the mean extreme path conductivity in either of the

horizontal directions. The conditional simulations therefore reflect

the vertical structuring observed in the field data. This observed

dependence on the direction of analysis cannot be due, however, to the

anisotropic sample covariance generated by discrete analysis as the

structure used in this generation was isotropic (i.e. the non-cubic grid

elements accounted for the anisotropy). The vertical allignment of the

permeabilities, therefore, enters through conditioning on the field

data.

Effect Of Random Grid Length 

The effect on EPV's of high permeability planar features (e.g.,

faults,fractures or layers) perpendicular to the mean EP direction was

analyzed without considering autocorrelation on a grid of size 10x10x1

where i<10. The high permeability featuers were assumed to be uniformly

distributed in space at an average interval of 10 element lengths. We

wish to determine the effect of this random distribution on the EP's

connecting one of these planar features to a given plane within the rock

mass parallel to this feature.

Two cases were considered: (a) no high permeability features

occur within the first grid layer, and (b) no such features occur in the

first five layers. The probability, P(i=j), that the first feature
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occurs within the j-th layer was calculated from equation (4.29) for

both cases and is listed in Table 6.6. The corresponding discretized

EPV distributions for grid sizes ranging from 10x10x2 to 10x10x10 are

listed in Table 6.7.

The final EPV distributions for the two cases (as listed in

Table 6.8) were obtained from:

P[X 1 <EPV0 2. ] = i! P[i=j]	 EP	 X]
jzt

(6.9)

where X, and X 	 a given EPV range (e.g., X 	 X, + 0.05 for

5% intervals on the EPV histogram) and P(X 1 < EPV ,i < X.,) is the proba-

bility that, for a grid of size 10x10xj, the EPV lies within the range

[X, ,X2. ). In case 1, for example,

P[0.95<EPV<1.00] = (0.095 x 0.33 + 0.086 x 0.02)=0.033

according to Tables 6.6 and 6.7. Continuing in this manner, we obtain

the two distributions in Table 6.8. As expected, the distribution of

the EPV's is shifted towards lower values and the variance of the EPV's

is seen to decrease as the known distance within which no high permea-

bility features occur increases.

Summary 

This chapter showed the following:

1) Accounting for autocorrelation in the simulation process on

large grids causes both the mean and the variance of the extreme path

permeabilities to increase,



TABLE 6.6

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF FIRST BOUNDARY LOCATION

Layer
i

X 	>1

P[M(X	 )=i]

X > 5

P[M(X	 )=i]

2 0.095 0

3 0.086 0

4 0.078 0

5 0.071 0

6 0.064 0.095

7 0.057 0.086

8 0.052 0.078

9 0.048 0.071

>10 0.449 0.670
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TABLE 6.8

FINAL PROBABILITY DENSITIES (DISCRETIZED) FOR
RANDOM GRID LENGTH

Range
P[EPV]
X 	>1

P[EPV]
X 	>5

P[EPV]
X	 =10

0.55-0.60 0.007 0.010 0.012

0.60-0.65 0.134 0.196 0.234

0.65-0.70 0.316 0.443 0.476

0.70-0.75 0.213 0.263 0.234

0.75-0.80 0.123 0.078 0.040

0.80-0.85 0.064 0.008 0.004

0.85-0.90 0.065 0.001 0

0.90-0.95 0.045 0 0

0.95-1.00 0.033 0 0
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2) Conditioning on sample values reduces the variance of the

simulated extreme path permeabilities,

3) Spatial patterns observed in the field data (as partially

accounted for in the anisotropy of the covariance function) cause the

EPV's to vary with direction, and

4) Uncertainty about the length of the grid increases both the

mean and the variance of the extreme path permeability.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, we have studied continuous paths of high

permeability which cross a specified volume of an otherwise low permea-

bility rock mass. We suggest that these high permeability paths may

play an important role in such groundwater related problems as isolation

of nuclear wastes or dewatering of mine shafts. In petroleum engineer-

ing, a knowledge of high permeability paths may be of use in controlling

the formation of fingers during the secondary recovery of oil.

The approach taken is to represent a rock mass by a grid of

rectangular elements equal in volume to the data support. Each element

is assigned a permeability value at random using one of three

approaches. In the first approach, the element permeabilities are

independent of each other. In the second approach, the element permea-

bilities are mutually correlated. A special simulation method, called

discrete analysis, was developed for this purpose and was shown to have

some advantages over other methods. In the third approach, the element

permeabilities are not only correlated, but must take on measured values

where such are available. This conditioning of the simulated permeabil-

ities on actual field measurements was done by combining discrete analy-

sis with kriging.

Most simulations were performed on grids of fixed length. How-

ever, in order to account for uncertainty in the extent of the rock mass

136
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analyzed, grids of random length also were considered. If one assumes

that the rock is dissected by planar high permeability features (such as

faults or fractures) normal to the extreme permeability path of inter-

est, one can view the randomness of the grid length as a reflection of

the uncertainty regarding the spacing of these features.

Numerical Monte Carlo experiments on fixed grids lead to the

following conclusions:

1) The mean extreme path permeability as estimated from uncon-

ditional simulation is greater than the effective permeability of the

medium when the simulation grid is cubic and contains at least 5x5x5

elements,

2) In cubic grids of size greater than 15x15x15 in which the

element permeabilities are independent of each other, the probability of

obtaining an extreme path permeability greater than the effective medium

permeability is close to 1.0,

3) The variance,e-, of the EPV in cubic grids of size NxNxN in

which the element permeabilities are independent of each other decreases

with increasing grid size as:

e= (2.50 N(2") 	(7.1)

while the mean EPV approaches an assymptotic value, for large N, of

approximately 0.687,

4) As the length of the grid parallel to the extreme path

increases (for a constant width), the mean and variance of the extreme
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path permeability decrease. At the present time, it is unclear what

values these parameters approach in the limit,

5) The mean and variance of the extreme path permeability tend

to increase with the degree of correlation between the element permea-

bilities,

6) Conditioning of the element permeabilities on measured

values results in a reduction of the variance of the extreme path per-

meability. The mean extreme path permeability derived from conditional

simulations may also vary with direction as conditioning also forces the

simulated permeabilities to reflect known spatial patterns of the field

permeabilities,

7) Discrete analysis provides a relatively simple and computa-

tionally efficient method of generating correlated data on three-dimen-

sional grids when the population is second-order stationary. The need

to determine the 
(
 structure by trial-and-error did not prove to be

difficult in the context of the present research,

8) Uncertainty about the grid length causes an increase in the

variance of the extreme path permeability. The more that is known about

the minimum length of the grid, the smaller is this variance.

These results can be related to real rock volumes in two ways.

If the size of the grid elements is fixed, increasing the grid size is

equivalent to modeling a larger volume of rock. Our results indicate

that if all three dimensions of a grid are increased at the same rate,

the mean extreme path permeability increases. This increase will

undoubtedly be toward a limit. However, at the present time, this limit
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is known only for the case of independent element permeabilities in

cubic grids (for which the limiting EPV is approximately 0.687). How-

ever, if only the length of the rock mass is increased, the mean extreme

path permeabilty parallel to this length decreases. This implies that

as the length of the rock mass parallel to the axis of the EP increases

relative to the other two dimensions, the EP becomes increasingly less

significant as compared to the effective conductivity.

We saw that in cubic grids, the mean extreme path permeability

increases with increasing rock volume (when the element size is fixed).

However, the percent of the rock volume active in the EP decreases with

increasing rock volume. The importance of the EP vis-a-vis fluid flow

and contaminant transport depends not only on the extreme path permea-

bility but also on the geometry (e.g., tortuosity, volume, etc.) of this

path. At the present time, we have information only about the volume,

and.thus no specific conclusion can be drawn about the effect of extreme

paths on fluid flow and contaminant transport.

If the rock volume is constant, increasing the grid dimension

implies reducing the elemental volumes. Our results imply that as the

elemental volumes decrease, the value of the extreme path permeability

increases. However, the percent of grid active in the EP decreases.

The net effect of the EPV and the geometry of the EP on fluid flow and

contaminant transport cannot be ascertained without further study.

Studies required to help answer this question are described below.
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Suggested Extensions Of This Study 

As with many scientific studies, the research presented in this

dissertation seems to have generated at least as many questions as it

has answered. For example, the discussion above pointed to the fact

that the significance of the EPV for large grid sizes (either small

element volumes or large rock volume) cannot be determined from the

currently available results. In these results, however, the discussion

of the decline in the percent of a grid active in the EP was based on

very few simulations and does not consider path permeabilities that may

have values between the effective medium permeability and the extreme

path permeability (these path permeabilities may be associated with

substantially larger percentages of the grid volume). Both of these

topics are critical to further analysis of the role of extreme paths in

subsurface transport. Possible areas of research to extend these

results include further analysis of how the per cent and the geometry of

the grid active in the EP varies with grid dimension under the assump-

tion of independence and expanding these results to consider the

geometry and topology of these paths when autocorrelation is included.

In addition, further research should be directed toward analysis of

permeability paths for which the minimum permeability is given.

Covariance anisotropy was discussed only briefly in this disser-

tation. The case study presented in chapter 6 included an anisotropic

covariance which, by virtue of our particular choice of grid, could be

modeled with an isotropic e structure. In the more general case,
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may have to be anisotropic. For such cases, it is particularly impor-

tant to develop automatic techniques for the determination of (3 .

Throughout this dissertation we have assumed that the local

permeability was isotropic. Many media exhibit anisotropy at the scale

of a grid element. It would be interesting to determine how such local

hydraulic anisotropy affects the EPV. This question could be approached

by assuming that the principal permeabilities in each element are paral-

lel to the axes of the grid. The ratios among the three principal

permeabilities could be fixed or random.

Another interesting problem is consideration of how element

volumes which differ from the volume represented by the available mea-

surements (i.e., from the data support) could be handled. 	 Here, the

covariance would have to be regularized over the volume of a grid ele-

ment which is larger than the data support by averaging the variogram

over the element. Assuming that the data support could be approximated

as a point (i.e., the data support have negligible volume compared to

the grid element volume), Journel and Huijbreghts (1979) give a formula

for the -semivariogram of the grid elements as:

Yv (b) = i7(v,v) - i(v,v)	 (7.2)

where Y(h) is the semivariogram for the element volumej(v,v) is the

mean value of the semivariogram within the volume of the grid element,

v, and'i(v,v6 ) is the mean value of the semivariogram extending from one

region of volume v to a second region of identical volume translated
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relative to the first by the vector, h. The element covariance is

determined from this semivariogram as described in chapter 6.

For data support larger than an element volume, the sample

semivariogram represents the regularized semivariogram given by (7.2)

with the volume v being equal to the sample volume. To generate a

semivariogram for volume v* , equal to the element volume and smaller

than v, the sample variogram would be used to estimate a point semivar-

iogram as discussed by Journel and Huijbreghts (1979) or by Journel

(1985). This point semivariogram would then be used in equation (7.2)

to estimate Ç(h). The details of these calculations are outside of

the scope of this dissertation.

Simulating a rock mass in which the data support is not constant

requires selection of a grid element volume which is not equal to the

sample volume associated with at least some of the sample locations.

Adjustments are required on the sample statistics to allow calculation

of the covariance appropriate for the element volume. Little work has

been done on this topic. However, Samper (1985) recently suggested a

method based on maximum likelihood for selection of a point semivario-

gram using kriging and the method of boot straping. This method would

provide an estimate of Y(h) which would allow use of (7.2) to estimate

the regularized semivariogram for the volume of a grid element. This

technique has not been tested as of the date of the writing of this

dissertation.

Finally, this disserataion has studied only the permeability

paths crossing a rock mass. Of critical importance to the transport of
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hazardous chemicals, however, is the variability of flow velocities and

flow rates. An obvious extension of this work is to develop the statis-

tics of the extreme path velocity, defined as the path (crossing the

rock mass) which has the highest average velocity for a given average

flow field. Analysis of such a parameter requires, however, solution of

the flow equation on the generated permeabilty grids for each hydraulic

boundary condition investigated. As noted recently by Abadou et al.

(1985) for flow in unsaturated media, solution of the flow equation for

flow in large 3-dimensional grids requires the use of supercomputers

such as the Cray. Because such computing facilities are not currently

available to this author, this work must be postponed to some later

date.



APPENDIX A

PROGRAM LISTING FOR INDEPENDENT PERMEABILITY

GENERATION AND GRID SEARCH ROUTINE
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,******************************************* ***** ******* ***** ****

GRID ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR THREE - DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
OF EXTRE ,,,E PATH VALUES (EPV)

PRuGkAN , ikkITTEN IN JULY, 1985 bY STEVE SIELIMAN
k ùk A DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE COMPUTER

THE PROGRAm USES A MINIMUm OF INTERNAL MEMORY BY USING
L'ISN FILE STOktAGE AS VIRTUAL MEMORY

c***************************************************************

dimension c(40,40,2),cn(40,4°,2)

this routine takes a three-dimensional grid of
numbers and finds the highest value path through
the grid in the z direction

dimension summ(100)

parameters used include:
nx=number of blocks in x direction
ny=numoer of blocks in y direction
nz=number of blocks in z direction
nt=number of repititions required
nmax=maximum number of iterations over entire matrix

for one repitition
nmax2=maximum number of iterations at one level per

matrix iteration
nstart=random number seed
maxint=maximum integer on machine
fill,f112 = two accessable files for use as virtual

memory
sout_ = output file	 (see final output statements)

nmax=10
maxint.= -,52767
nstart=2345
nx=5
ny=5
nz:S
nt=500
sl.ax=0.
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surr(r) records the distrioution of the normalized
extreme path values (epv)

do 3001 m=1,100
sur(m)=O.

3001	 continue
somax=0.

ranset is the random number initializer

call ranset(raxint,nstart)

uo 99W4	 starts the loop for number of repititions

ifl,if2 are the t o unit numbers for the virtual memory

do 501	 initializes the permeability and path matrices

00 9 ( 99 it=1,nt
if1=20
ifd=21
nmax2=2
tsum=0.
do 501 i=1,nx
øo 501 j=1,ny
00 501 k=1,2
C(i,j0()=0.
cn(i,j,k)=0.

501	 continue

****	 for the case of no correlation	 ***

tne following fills the grid with random values from a

uniform (0,1) random number generator

open 20,"fil1"
do 445 x=1,nz
do 445 jr.1,ny
do 446 i=1,mx
C(i,1,1)=urand(r)
if(CO31,1).9t. 0 . 9999 ) C(1,1,1)=0.99 9 9

44b continue
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fill the file "fill"	 (here assumed to be 20) with these
initial values 	

 for the case of correlated data	 ****

either tne file "fill" must be previously filled and these
statements removed or the correlated matrix must be generated
or read from another unit and filled into this file

if(k.ne.1) go to 349
write(20,997) (c(i,1,1),c(i,1,1)0=1,nx)
do to 445

349	 write(20,997) (c(if1,1).cn(i,1,1),i=lenx)
445 continue

close 20
tsum=0.
tcount=1,
tcoun2=tcount

co 1000	 start the iteration over the matrix

do 1000 not=1,nmax
open 20,"fill"
open 21,"fil2"

reap in one layer of values for permeabilities and
previous best paths to each block

do 441	 j=1,ny
if(ifl.ed.20) go to 347
reao(21,997) (c(i,j,1),cn(i.j,1)0=1,nx)
go to 448

347 continue
read(20,997) (c(i,j,1),cm(i,j,1),i=1,nx)

448 continue
tsum=suml

oo 2000	 start loop to step through layers of matrix

do 2000 k=2,nz
do 447 j=1,ny

update c(i,j,2) and cn(irj,2) with new layer of permeabilities
and path values

if(ifl.ed.20) go to 345
reau(21,997) (c(i,j,2),cn(i,j,2),i=1,nx)
go to 447

345 continue
read(20,997) (c(i,j,2),cn(irjr2)0=1.nx)

447 continue
9 97	 format (16f5.4)

sum=0.
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start the heart of the program..”-the loops within a layer

do 2001 i=lfrix
do 2001 j=1,ny

cneck to see if new layer has better path directly UP from
old layer

if(cn(i,j,1).gt.cn(i,j,2)) cn(irj,2):cn(i,j,1)
if(cn(i,j.2).ot.c(i,j,2)) cn(i,j,2)=c(ifj,2)

2001 continue
do 2021 j=1,ny
do 2021 1=1,nx
sum=sum+cn(i,j,2)

2021 continue
sum1=sum

Count 0.
count2=count
if(k.ne.nz) go to 1011

if we are in final layer”-write out last of the values in
file "f 11 2" and stop -- n •••	 no searching within e layer is
done at z=nz

ao 1012 j=1,ny

write(if2.97) (c(ifj,1),cm(i,j,1),i=1,nx)

1012 continue
do 1013 j=1,ny
write(if2,997) (c(ifj,2),cn(irjr2),i=1,rix)

1013 continue
go to 1010

1011 continue
do 2020 k1=1,nmax2
sumrasum1

comparison with previous layer is complete--
now we must check to see if any horizontal paths are
Possible

cc E02	 starts loop to check horizontal paths

lo 2002 j=1,ny
do 2002 i=lrnx
cmax=cm(1,j,2)
jm=j-1

im=i-1
if (i.ed.11 im=2
if(j.eq.1) jm=2

ir=i+1

j0=J+1
ip=i-1

if(j.eo.ny) jp=j-1
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searcm for maximum current path value surrounding
the point (i,j,2)

if this value is greater than the permeability at
(i.j,k), the maximum path through (irj,k) is the
permeability at (i,j,k)

if this value is less than the permeability at (i.j.k)
tme maximum path through (i,j,r) is this value

i t(cn(im,j.2).gt.cmax) cmax=ch(impj ,2)•

it(cnCip.j,2).pt.cmax) cmax=cm(ip,j,2)

if(cn(irjm.2).qt.cmax) cmax=cn(ifjm,2)
if(cn(i,jp,2).pt.cmax) cmax=cm(i.jp,2)

if(cmax.pt.c(i,j,2)) cmax=c(i,j,2)

cn(i,j,2)=cmax

exteno this new maximum path value back through the current
x-row

if(i.eo.1) yo to 2004
cl=cmax

oo 2003 i2=im,1,-1

if(cn(i2•j,2).ot.c1) go to 2004
1 f(c1.Pt.c(12,j,2)) c1=cti2rjr2)
cn(i2,J,2)=c1

2003 continue
2(.!04 cl=cmax

C 	•

exteno the n e l. maximum path back through the current
Y-C7_'1L - m

if(j.eq.1) go to 2006
do 2005 j2=jm,1,-1
if(cm(i,j2,2).gt.c1) go to 2006
if(c1.pt.c(irj2,?)) cl=c(i,j2,2)

2005 continue
200o cl=cmax

extend the current maximum forward through the current
x-row

if(i.eo.nx) po to 2008
ao ?007 12=ipfnx



1f(cn(i2,j,2).gt.c1) go to 20013
if(cl.gt.c(i2,j,2)) cl=c(12,j,2)
cn(i2,j,2)=c1

2007 continue
2006 cl=crax

currr_nt	 forer  throLloh the current

if(J.eg.nx) go to 2010
do 2009 j2=jp,ny
if(cn(i,j2,2).gt.c1) go to 2010
if(c1.gt.c(i,j2,2)) cl=c(i,j2,2)
cn(i,j2.2)=c1

2009 continue
2010 cl=cmax

if the new maximum can move back to the previous level
ar (1,j), uo so

if(cn(irj.1).gt.c1) go to 2002
if(cl.gt.c(i,j.1)) cl=c(i,j,1)

cn(i,j,1)=c1
2002 continue

sum1=0.

check to see if tne current layer iteration has improved
tine Petri values
if yes 	 keep iterating
if no 	 if no for count2 number of times, stop iterating

do 2022 j=1,nY
do 2022 i=1,nx
sum1=suml+cn(i.j,2)

2022 continue
if(suml.gt.sum) count=count2

if(suml.gt.sum) go to 2020
if(count.eg.0.) go to 1970
count=countwl.

2020 continue
197 0 	continue

write the updated layer values into file "fil2"
C

do 2090 j=1,ny
write(if2,997) (C(i,j,1).cn(ipjr1).1.1 1.nx)

do 2090 i=1,nx
c(i,j,1)=c(i,j,2)
cn(i,j,1)=cn(1.j.2)

2090 continue
2000 continue
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1016 if(suml.gt.tsum) tcount=tcoun2
close 20
clnse 21
it3=111
if1=if2
if2=i13

• check to see if matrix iteration has improved the EPV

• if yes 	 keep iterating (unless flex is exceeded)
• if no 	  if no tcount number of times, stop iterating

if(suml.gt.tsum) 90 to 1000
if(tCOunt.eq.0.) Po to 1001
tc0Unt=tCount-1.

1000 continue
1001 continue

after the final iteration for this repitition f

find the EPv by searchino the level 	 z=nz	 for the highest
Path value

keep mean and variance statistics on the [PV

cmax=-100.
mo 1002 j=1,ny
oc 1002 i=1,nx
if(cn(i,j,2).gt.cmax) cmax=cn(i,ja)

1( , 02 continue
smax=smaxmcmax
scmax=somax+cmax**2
cmax=cmax*100.

keep distribution statistics as well

icmax=ifix(cmax)+1
summ(icmax)=summ(iomax)+1

9999 continue
tl=nt
caver=smax/t1
varz(samax-t1*caver**2)/(t1-1)

write everything to the file sout_
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ooen 21,"sout3"
krite(21,g98) nx,ny,nz,nstart,nt

896 format(10x,"results""' parameters used are",////.5x,
2"nx = ",i3,/,5x,"ny
3"the random seed number = ",i5,/,5x,
4"and the number of repititions =
write(21,86b) caver,var
format(///,5x,"final statistics",//,10x,"average cmax =",

2f10.4,/,10x,"the variance =",110 : :://. ///// 7x,
3"the cn's for z=nz and t=nt were
kikk=1
write(21,3335)

3335 format(//////,10x,"distrihution of cmax over simulation",//,
25x,"interval",6x,"number",/,5x,"max x 100",5x,"in int",////)
ao 3333 m=1,100

if(summ(m).e(1.0.) 90 to 3333
p,rite(21,3334) mssumm(m)

3334 format(10x,13,10x,f4.0)
3333 continue

close 21
stop
end



APPENDIX B

PROOFS CONCERNING DISCRETE ANALYSIS IN ONE-DIMENSION

The following proofs were developed by Dr. A.L. Wright of the

Department of Mathematics, University of Arizona. For all proofs, we

are considering the simulation process refered to as discrete analysis

in Chapter 3. Three random variables are defined as

=(ir t„, ,...,7, )=permutation of grid elements

=(rt 	 (,)=block size selection

Z =(Z_ k,	 )=block values

where h is the maximum lag considered and N is the number of elements in

the one-dimensional grid. We denote the actual value of grid element i

as Z;. Prior to the proofs, we note without additional discussion that

the events

Z r = Z i

and

{ Zi = Z.

depend only onIT and p and are therefore independent of the event
{ Z 	 }.

Proof #1: Prove that Z i ,...,Z s is strictly stationary.

Consider a realization of (r, )

, • • •, -rr,)

For O<K4h, define the map /7-14 as
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Prx (71-,44 , • • • , -11-N ) ;	 • • •

[( 1,1.1 9s. ' , IVN );( 121-641,•• •9 13,4)]

where,

	+ k ;	 + k

+ — (ALk	 i4 Tr -kN

Note that Tk changes the permutation, but not the block size. The change

in the permutation is as shown in Table B.1. Note now that the proba-

bilities of particular realizations of ir and (3 are given by

P[ir =	 = 1/(N+h)!

and
A)

P[(3 = (b	 )] =7,1TP b ;

/1”1...+1

where Pb; = P( p i =b;). Now,
A)

= 1/(N+h)! 2:	 =

P[07.1.4.8 • • • 1 17A, ;	 • • • 9 b N )]

such that 2; is a 1-1 measure preserving map pf the probability space

x

onto itself. This process leads to the observation that for

1 < j < (N-K), Z 3 = Zx 	under Ir implies Z joc= Z k under if . Then,

summing over all possible permutations	 on -h+1,...,N,

P[Z,sz„...,Z i sz i ]=

n pu	 =Zz , ,...,Zi =Z id ] =
s



TABLE B.1

Mapping Result

Original Permutation	 Mapped Permutation

1	 K + 1

2	 K + 2

.	 .

.	 .

N - K	 N

(N - K) -1	-h + 1

(N - K) -2 	-h + 2
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P[Z i* sz i , ...,Z 	; Z, =Z ' 	]
'

But, noting that the right condition in this last probability statement

depends only on lr and p , this probability statement seperates into

P[Z ;, 	z,,...,Z	 Sz i] P[Z, =Z; , 	,Z =Z	 ] =

,ÇP[Z	 sz,	 ,Z i i . x sz j ]

P[Z	 =

	

=Z	 =Z3 =

P[Z N.k.

Therefore, Z„... ,Z N is strictly stationary.

Proof #2: Proof of form of joint probability distribution.

Consider P[Z ; 5.z 1

P[Z i sz	 =

E P[z i 	;z; =z: ,z i =z] =

SEP[Z,„*5.z ; 	Szi ;Z ; =Z:	 =Zr., ] =

EP[Z: < min (z ,z i );Z ; =Z; =Z.! ]+

FE P[Z * < z. Z	 Z. =Z * ] =
, 	 01 -	 j	 11

ZP[Z < min (z i 	)] P[Z i qj =Z ] +

E	 P[Z:	 Szj ] P[Z ; =Z: ,Z ; =Z n* ] =
n Om

P[Z s min(z,,z a )] P[Z i =Zi ]4-P[Z 5.z,]P[Z Szi ]P[Z; Zit ]

Setting p = P[Z ; =Zi ], we conclude

P[Z;5,z i. ,Z1<zi ] = p Fzimi n(z ; 	)]+(l-p) Fz [z ; ]Fz[z,1].



APPENDIX C

PROGRAM LISTING FOR RANDOM PERMEABILITY

GENERATION INCLUDING AUTOCORRELATION
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c****.*k***********************k**g***********1.************

1-r.ÈtiGkA	 mL0v	 sE0Drt—k 19h5

ranocco value oriJ generator using covariance
ano uniform rancsom value generator
Three -oirlensional regions are generated ny ranoomly
assigning region centers ano then ranaomlv
assigning a region sizes

C** *******************************************************

PAKAN:ETth'S

C User 6upolied
nst is tne ranoom seed for tne nenerator
nx,ny r nz are the aimensions of the grid
or(i) is the probability that a region of size level

1+1 is formed
nrep is the number of regi.titinns reauirea (for the

current aPPlicationl tnis is assume° equal to
one—the open Statement for unit 24 would have
to be changed to an append file if more than one
repitition were required)

no is the number of probaoilitY levels useaw..no<=1U

c	 internal
c(i) is the final simulation value for element i in a

particular laver ano ro k
inumli) = 1 if location i has not been previously chosen

as a region center
= 0 if location i has been Previously chosen as

a region center
nct(i) = 1 if at least one point in layer i has not

reen assigned a value
=	 if all points in layer i have assigned values

nze(i.j)= 1 if all elements in layer j. ro. 1 ore assinned
= 0 otherwise

Useo
stores the inum matrix
stores the upoatea assigned values
stores the final output of assigned values
for the simulation aria

C	 unit
Jrilt 22
unit 23
unit 24

c****** * *************W*********** * **** * **** * ******* * *********
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C(5 9 ) , pr( 4 ),inume1 11),nct(50),nze(5i!.50)
ILUhLL PhECISI
nst=n4b2
nrep=1

!,L.1:10

CA********* ****** ****A******** ******* ******* ***** **** ***** *******

expand grin to remove bouncary effects and assion
assian probabilities for each level

Lote; Tor nx*nyxnz
store this number as an inteper--•therefore, the number of
elements in a urid is storeo as a real (see uzz below)

nx=nx+np
ny=ny+np
ne=nz+nr ,

ry=ny
02=nz
np=np-I
Pr(2)=6.0a
Pr(3)=0.02
nr(4)= ) .02
Pr(5)=U.05
dr(e)1=0.05
pr(7):J.0
pr(b)=0,0)")
ort'4)=0.01

calculate Probability sum

) j -

LJ 3ou K=2,i4H+1
frKT=Pk.T+Pk(iN)

30 1 )

calculate the probauilitv of a cut.e of dimension I

(n0 Connection)
an generate cummulative pdf

Pk(1)=I•PRI
FA) 301 K=2,1vP+1
pl.(K)=PR(K•1)+Pk(K)

361 CW,T1HuE
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c***************************** ******************x****************

initialize the ranoom numoer penerator ana oegin
reritltiOn 100P

,Ax1-1=32767
CALL
co 100 0 nt=1,nreP
open 22,"cov2",len=50
open 23,"file,len=32u

initialize inum ann c files

oo	 i=1,nx
inum(i)=1
c(i)=o.

101(' continue
oo 1t;11 k=1,nz
nct(x)=nx*ny
Oc 1011 j=1,ny
nzelj,k)=u
-R1lE ( 23,3097) (C(1),1=1,A)

it,97 format(h4f5.4)
.hite(22,30u0) (in,,T(k7),kz=1,nx)

1011 continue
close ?3
close 22

c ^

start the iteration l000

Uetermine	 Region Center
uzz=the number of prid elements
him is a counter on the number of prio elements

v.hich have not oeen grid centers

Ozz=0)(*nyornz
bim=CZZ
UG 1002 K=1,L
OU 1002 Jr- 1,Y
;)Li 10u2 1=1,;vx
open 22,"covellen= 36

Penerate a rannom value •-- to avoid roundoff error,

if ou>0.99999, set oc=0,49999

use no to select the element 4 of ne* rebion center

on=urano(r)
d'i=0.99999

uo=o'_'*uL:'!+1.V
ezm=uzm-1
izet=t)



cetermine Cooroinates of chosen region center
nny=I
onz=1

2005 Continue

if layer izct has fewer non—crosen elements than
necessary, Sicip to next layer

1zct=izct+1
CC=AJ(1/C1)+0.99999
IF(CC.GE.00)uu it; 33 0 2

wpare layer cooroinate

nnz=nnzfl
rn 33", ocz=1,ny

reao to aovance position in inum file

reau(22,33(p) ifill
3 -30 format(il)

continue
return to 1-'! QU") until proper layer is +own°

ao to 2C(,5
3302 continue

nct(17ct)=nct(i7ct)-1

Jeter.rine wnicn row in tne layer contains rre center
coini

Jo 3301 K1,r) .
reao(22,3000) (inum(kz),(i=i g nx)
oo 3tio1 xz=1,nx
KZZ=k2

1F (Ikui 4 (KL).Lw.1) nr 4 =lo- 1 • u

ul.-late column cooroinate

nnx=ezz
11- (op.L1.1.0) 6u 10 3)02

$001 Continue

uplate row cooroinate

nny=nny+1
33i)] continue
3002 Continue
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inua , (xzzl=k)
oacKsPace 22

over4r1te aoprocriate ro,4 in inum file
...rite(22,iu00) (inum(kz),kz=1,nx)

3000 foriaat(buil)

Generate r,ew r.anoon Value lo 'determine 	 (=laion

oo=uranu(r)
L=J

Dii 103S AK=1.;-P
ii-Hil.LT.Prt(hK)) G6 To 1004
r4.=.,L+1

10D3
16(7.	 CO:.11ut.

set—uc., maximum searcn area

Lx:nnx1.n1+1
Li=nnytrilt1
Ln=nnz+n1+1

uenerate final reaion simulation value

ou=uranalr)
if(ov.gt.J.9 999) on=o.9999
ifint.lt.u.UOUI) ot=0.001

oetermine limits of penerateo recion anu dSSiqn
assiun new value to anPropriate elements vnich I.ere
not nreviously assired

open e3, a f 12", len=i?0
nT:(r11-1)/2
nIz=nnz•nm
1f(nZZ.eq.1) go to 40n0
11(nzz.qt.i) LIO to 411
rzz=1
4r, to 4Cwo

..1(it.5 I COnt i nue

it startinl 1.3yer > i f no -luorlTy reacs to alvanceu
assigneo value file
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do 4001 nrz=1,nzz-1
Jo 4u02 nry=1,ny
reui(23,4050) cfill

405i , format(f5.4)

4i)t.)2 continue
40.)1 continue
4u80 continue

oc 40 1 n 3 nrz=nzz,lk-nm

if(nrz.qt.nz) q0 to 4020
nyy=nny.-rim

if(nyy.eg.1) go to 4044
if(oYv.gt.1) uo to 4082
nyy=1

go to 4044
4062 continue

if starting roi, > 1, no dun mx reads to alvance
assigned value file

00 4O ( 4 nry=1,nyy-1

read(23,4050) cf ill
4i2i)4 continue
404 continue

00 40;0 nry=nyy,iy•n-ri

if(nry.gt.ny) go to 4u03

if row is completely assilnei, oo oummy rean anc skir

otherwise fill c(i) with new row

if(nze(nry,nr7).eu.1) reau(23,405)	 fill

iflnze(nry,nrz).e0.1) po to 4 .j05

RE40(e3,3097) (C(KZ),KL=1,: .:x)

do 40 1)6 nrx=nnx-nm.lx-nir

if(nrx.1e.0) po to 4006
if(nrx.gt.nx) uo to 4021

if element is alreav assi(-ne°, scip
iftctrirx).ne.0.) q0 to 4G0o

otnerwiSe, oetern.ine listance from eleibent center
rien center

rx:(nnx-nrk)**2

ry=(nny-nry)**2

rz=Lnnzwnrz)**2

d=sArt(rxtrytrz)

in=ifix(citl
0n1=ni•

this Program is hased on oefining the region size
prooduility for integer JiSranCeS ano usincl linear inter-

t:etween these distances—this aucroach couln he
chan.-)to at tnis point in the Program cv replacino
tnis 'iiscretizen ornoaLility structure Nith a continuoi,s
pr000riility function namec orr,
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if(1.1e.Onl) 00 to 46 2 3

ii(ln.Qe.np) AO CO '4') (1 )

it the rdnoo.11 region size variaole is dreater than tn.'
proca(Hlity h i lt for this clstance, ne v:4IHe in essionem

it(rf.1.9t.pro) go to 4U0o

4je3 continue

vtte.ent	 ts 	I	 tuts	 J.:-	 I	 t •	 • •• s t.

C(nrxj=vo

4006 continue
4021 continue

oze(nry,nrzl=1

oo 4335 kz=1,nx

determine it trie row has any unassine., values
if(ctkz).ea.U.) nze(nry,nrz)= .)

4333 continue
pack up assigneo value tile and over0.rite acjusteo row

oacksvace 23
AkI1t(23,3u97) (C(KZ),Ki=1,1-x)

4005 continue
lym=ly-nm

if(lym.eg.ny) 40 to q003

10 dullrny reaas to move assioneo value file to hePinninc)
of next layer

Jo 4009 nry=lym+1,ny
reaa(23,40) cfill

continue
41; n 03 continue
4020 continue

:,1TT:P/2
Nr1 . 3="zwirr

cneck if any elements in the enlarge:2 nri72 reain
unassigned---it not, stoo Search

Oo 5015 klck=l1T1T,;.01. 3

Oo SOIS jjj:NTIT,krr2

if(nze(jjj,kkk).eci.0) go to 102t1
5f)1S Continue

go to 1000

1020 continue
close 23
close 22

1002 Cu.grI.NuE

Open 23,"fileplen=320
1000 continue
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kEIJIT1T1f.: 	 LOuP

cor********* ****k**************************************. **********

close 23
o SUOi K.1- 1,nlop

cov=cs(K)/ct(K)
writP(81,50u2) K,cov

'zooe formatt5x,i3.13x,f1J.4)
cs(k)=cov

5001 continue
close 21

o********* * * *********************.*************** * * * ... *******

KE ,NRITE lhf- KE6uL15 IOC; u , lr	 frE
REwuIkt.0 FOK 61,10 A' , ALTSIS

gnen e's,"file,len=32o
OPE'j 24,"FILl"

(147-ny-np-1
mi=n1-np-1
write(24,8111) nst

bull tora , at(i5)
Aritel24,81le) Tx,4)Y,Ilz

6112 for -nat(3i3)
nuçznP+1
write(24,8112) nPP
write(2-1,6113) (pr(i),i=1,noPi

8113 forthAt(lqfb.u)
nro=nnco...nPv/2+1
m2=noptnz-1
my=nop+my-1
nx=noptlIK-1
go 5C,03 K2=1,nz
lo Stiti3 ky=1,ny
ift.a!)(23,3091) (C(IX),Ix=1,.1A)

ce=u.

write only tne unenlargeo griu

if(Kt.lt.nPP.or.ky.lt.npg) go to 501 -,3

if(Kz.gt.mi.onocy.qt.ny) Q0 to 501,3
if(Kz.eq.npp) write(21,6;)97) (c(ix),c(1xJ.1x=ngo.nx)
if(kz.gt.npP) write(2 41,3i.;90 (c(ix),ce,ix=npp.nx)

5(!03 continue
close 23
close 2
bluP

ENU

Er:u



APPENDIX D

SAMPLE EXTREME PATHS FOR

GRID SIZES:

5 x 5 x 5

10 x 10 x 10
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m
LAYER 4 LAYER 5

Figure D.1. Extreme path for 5 x 5 x 5 grid: Example 1



LAYER I 

LAYER 2 LAYER 3
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m m        

r,4                     

LAYER 4 LAYER 5

Figure D.2. Extreme path for 5 x 5 x 5 grid: Example 2



LAYER 7

Ea

LAYER 1

LAYER 3 LAYER 5
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LAYER 10

Figure D.3. Extreme path for 10 x 10 x 10 grid



APPENDIX E

LEAKAGE-CORRECTED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITIES

TABLE E.1
Leakage-Corrected Hydraulic Conductivity

Data For Low Q Single Hole Tests

X
(ft)

Y
(ft)

Z
(ft)

Log10 K
(mis)

95.5 1.0 126 -6.70
94.0 2.2 141 -6.70
93.5 2.4 154 -5.60
92.5 2.6 165 -5.99
91.2 2.7 178 -6.42
90.5 2.9 191 -5.65
89.9 3.0 200 -5.82
88.7 3.0 215 -6.73
87.6 3.1 229 -7.51
87.1 3.2 236 -7.25
85.8 3.2 254 -5.97
84.8 3.2 279 -6.08

70 1.6 127 -9.10
70 2.1 139 -10.00
70 2.6 163.5 -8.70
70 2.9 175.5 -9.52
70 3.3 187.1 -9.00
70 3.3 199 -9.05
70 3.7 211 -9.05
70 4.0 223 -9.40
70 4.3 236 -8.52
70 5.8 275 -9.15
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Table E.1--Continued 

X	 Y	 Z	 Log10 K
(ft)	 (ft)	 (ft) 	(mis)

H3

49	 -1.5	 63	 -6.50
48.5	 -1.5	 77	 -6.92
48.3	 -1.5	 88	 -7.90
48.2	 -1.5	 97	 -6.87
47.7	 -1.5	 114	 -6.32
47.3	 -1.5	 129	 -5.75
46.5	 -1.5	 148	 -7.04
46.1	 -1.4	 164	 -7.16
45.8	 -1.3	 177	 -7.20
45.0	 -1.2	 190	 -7.14
44.8	 -1.1	 202	 -7.62
44.2	 -1.0	 215	 -8.06
43.6	 -0.8	 228	 -7.38
42.7	 -0.6	 249	 -6.28
41.5	 -0.3	 277	 -8.34

H4

2.2
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.5
0.8
0.6

0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

99.0
127.3
139.0
167.3
187.4
199.0
211.0
235.0
247.4

-9.52
-10.00
-9.70
-9.70
-7.00
-7.70
-8.52
-7.00
-8.70

H5

100	 50	 116.5	 -7.17
100	 50	 142.0	 -7.36
100	 50	 153.5	 -7.07
100	 50	 164.5	 -8.81
100	 50	 175.8	 -9.23
100	 50	 187.0	 -8.36
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Table E.1--Continued 

X	 Y	 Z	 LOG10 K
(ft)	 (ft)	 (ft) 	(mis)

H5

100	 50	 200.0	 -7.97
100	 50	 211.5	 -8.60
100	 50	 222.5	 -8.20
100	 50	 234.0	 -7.91

H6

75	 25	 94.2	 -6.46
75	 25	 104.6	 -9.24
75	 25	 115.8	 -7.58
75	 25	 127.3	 -7.52
75	 25	 138.3	 -7.56
75	 25	 149.7	 -7.29
75	 25	 160.9	 -9.44
75	 25	 172.3	 -9.22
75	 25	 183.4	 -7.42
75	 25	 194.8	 -7.81
75	 25	 206.0	 -9.45
75	 25	 217.4	 -7.84
75	 25	 228.6	 -8.00
75	 25	 239.7	 -7.57

H7

50	 25	 86.0	 -8.03
50	 25	 96.2	 -8.73
50	 25	 107.7	 -9.92
50	 25	 118.9	 -9.63
50	 25	 130.0	 -9.63
50	 25	 142.4	 -8.97
50	 25	 153.5	 -8.80
50	 25	 160.8	 -8.57
50	 25	 171.3	 -8.43
50	 25	 180.3	 -9.34
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Table E.1--Continued 

X	 Y	 Z	 LOG10 K
(ft)	 (ft)	 (ft) 	(mis)

H7

50 25 191.0 -8.71
50 25 202.8 -8.59
50 25 215.7 -9.09
50 25 227.0 -8.95
50 25 239.5 -7.26
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